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UNCLASSIFIED 
STUDY BACKGROUND 
@ STUDY OBJECTIVES 
I COMPARE ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT OPTIONS 
I DESCRI BE THE BEST OPT1 ONS 
@ STUDY CHRONOLOGY 
I F l  RST STUDY (FY 76), CHECKOUT OF TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 
SATELLITE, STORMSAT, SMSIGOES 
I SECOND STUDY (TRANSIT1 ON PERIOD), CHECKOUT OF LANDSAT 
AND ATREX 
I THIRD STUDY (FY 771, DESCRI BE OPTIONS, SELECT BEST OPTIONS, 
AND DESCRI BE ON-ORB I T  CHECKOUT TESTS TO SATELLITES STUDIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEROSPACE COlrO(lATI0N 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EXAMPLE SATELLITES STUDIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
WE AEROSPACE rOlCDMTKm 
anwnrmwn*nr 

UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT-D COMPONENT BREAKAWAY SCHEMATI C 
WIDE BAND MODULE 
\ 
\ 
\ 
INSTRUMENT 
STRUCTURE 
MULTI-MISSION WSlTlnNlNG 
Sb:'fEM SPACECRAFT 
w 
UNCLASSIFIED 


UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREXlAEM SPACECRAff AND SMALL IUS MOTOR PROPULSION MODULE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE A r n o Y A c €  
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSAT I N LAUNCH CONFl GURATl ON 
Snunu M Y  DlMEmlaW 
LENGTH-1UIm 
DIAMETER -4S7 m 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Satellite Unit 
C3st Estimate 
s3M 

UNCLASSIFIED 
GROSS EARLY FAllURES ON SATEI.LITES 
H I STOR I CAL DATA 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE ALROSIACE COlCOllATKm 
-1 
UNCLASSlFlE D 
EARLY SPACECRAFT FAILURES SIGNIFICANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CANDI DATES FOR CORRECTION W I T H  ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION 
REFERENCE: The Aerospace Corporation Report No. ATR-78(7659)-1, Volume IfI, Standardiaation and Program 
Practice Analyair Final Report, Volume 111, Spacecraft Data, 30 September 1977 
(Analymis of 25 Flights on 12 Programs) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
t 
I 
Caus e 
Spuriuur readinga appear 
13 time ranger arsociated 
with illumination and 
darkening of solar panel. 
(Class) Derign change 
on next vehicle. 
Inadequate radiator area.  
Derign c h n g e  on next 
flight. 
Inadequate heaters and 
insulation on thrustera. 
Additional heatera added 
on next launch. 
Inadequate heatetr  and 
inrulation on thruater. 
Insulation and heaters 
added on subsequent 
vehicle. 
Anomaly 
Earth renror data not 
producing credible o r  
consistent attitude fitr. 
Antenna B failed to fully 
deploy. 
Mode 6 divergent 
High spacecraft corn- 
partment temperature. 
High level thruster 
fr.>ering. 
High level thruster 
freezing. 
, 
Origia. 
Derign 
Ihaign 
o r  
Wkmrp 
Deaign 
D*Y 
Of 
Occur. 
1 
I 
Program 
53-1 
(73-5) 
53-3 
(574-2) 
D6P 
Miamion Impact 
And 
Corrective Action 
Uae sun scnaor magnet- 
ometer data for attitude 
determinatiorr in interinr 
- -  Sun shield added on 
S3-2. Major 
Uae Antenna A. Mialion 
compromised - Major 
Plenum pumped to above 
normal pressure  by 
ground. CMD - u r  
Reotricted operation of 
relected equipment to 
reduce internal power 
dimripation. Major 
Rertricted operation to 
those t imer when 
thruster  temperature 
2 40 '~ .  Major 
Uae r.errricted to diur- 
nal periodr when temp- 
erature ia > 40° F. 
Major 
I I 
2 
3 
1 
Dewign 
Design 
Design 
P h  1 
Flt 1 
Traceable 
Tot 
Hardware 
(SC) 
Hardware 
(TTC) 
Hsrdunre  
Hardware 
Hardware 
(AP) 
Hardware 
(AP) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EARLY SPACECRAFI FAILURES S IGN IF1 CANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CAND I DATES FOR CORRECT1 ON WITH ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPPIATE ACTION (CONT'D) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Day 
Of 
Occur. 
1 
1 
Origin 
Derign 
Derign 
Caure 
Crypto box experienced 
diificulty in  procerring 
CMD. 
Crypto box experienced 
difficulty in procerring 
CMD. 
Anomaly 
Unable to CMD. 
Unable t o  CMD. 
- 
P r o g r a m  
DSCS-XI 
Fliw 1 
DSCS-P 
F113, 2 
Mirrion Impact 
And 
Corrective Action 
Operational delay. 
Corrected by roftware 
procedurer. Hardware, 
software, and rys tem 
teat changer on follow- 
on fliphtr. Major 
Operational delay. 
Corrected by roftware 
proceddres. Hardware, 
roftware, and ry r t em 
test  changer on follow- 
on flightr, Major 
Traceable 
To: 
Hardware 
(TTC) 
Hardware 
(TTC) 
UNCLASSIFIEO 
EARLY SPACECRAFT FAILURES SIGN l Fl  CANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CANDIDATES FOR CORRECTION WITH ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION 
MAJOR FUNCTIONAL I MPP CT( 
REFERENCE: T R W  Report No. 75-2286.148, Demonstrated Orbit81 Reliability of TRW Spacecraft, A Compilation 
and Analysim of the On-Orbit Reliability of TRW Spacecraft, and the Developmeat of New Prediction 
Modeling Procedure, December 1975 
SIC & 
hnomaly 
Number 
A-1 
C-1 
------ 
E-1 
. 
(1 )  Seriour degradation of a11 (or  momt) mimmion functionm or complete lorr  of a few miasion functions o r  viohtion 
of intrinmic  expectation^ of the project (a.g., reduction in life) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Date 
Detected 
S/ C Hour l 
9/5/64 
0 
10/14/65 
0 
---------- 
3/4/68 
0 
Failed/Affected 
Item 
EP-1, EP-6 
Spin Axis 
Boom 
Attitude Control 
System 
Horizon Scanner 
...................... 
-2 Door 
Thermal 
Inculation 
Project 
OGO 
OGO 
QGO 
L)iscummion of Anonuly 
Marginal spring torque for 
boom deployment - pr eventad 
normal operation of ACS, 
ornni-direct;onal antenna, 
making i t  unumrble, remtricted 
playback of tape recorder data - 
orientation in spin axfr fixed. 
-_-----------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Horizon rcannar locking on 
thermal gradients in earth's 
infrared image, caured 
depletion of gar supply. 
Fixed orientation of rpin 
axin. 
--------<---- 
Temperature rose above 
expected levelm (inmulation 
degradation), excemmive 
thermal opening. 
Action Takm 
Spring redertgned; kick-off 
mpringm added on rubroquent 
spacecraft, (Refs Doc. No. 
08 174-6047-RO-000) 
Spacecraft commanded to 
rpin mode. Submequent 
rpaeecrrft redesigned to 
include new infrared filter. 
Bandwidth almo reduced. 
Necermit8t.d the operations' 
cycling of four experiment* 
located in that region, 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EARLY SATELLITE FAILURES SIGN IF1 CANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CANDIDATES FOR CORRECTION WITH ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION - I 
Reference: P R C  Document P R C  D-1864, Addendum to Reliability Data from In-Flipht Spacecraft: 1958-1970 
THE AEROSPACE OOIIOUTKHl 
Index 
3 
10 
Corrective 
Action 
(If Known) 
New cooler design 
required for n m  
applications. 
Anomaly 
Time 
(Hours) 
c 
t 
- - 
Dercription 
Substantial and 
increasing mignal 
degradation of 
filter wedge 
spect -ometer. 
One 9f two tape 
recorders pro- 
. rded no output 
ir. playback. 
Anomaliem 
Cause 
Ice depomit on . 
cooled balometcr 
detector. 
Attributed to launch 
shock. 
Mimsion Effect 
Lomm 3f data. 
Losm cf experi- 
ment data and 
operational 
flexibility. 
I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EARLY SATELLITE FAILURES S I GN IF1 CANTLY DEGRADING SATELL ITE OPERATION AND 
CANDI DATES FOR CORRECT1 ON WITH ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION - I I 
Reference: PRC Document PR 7 R- 1453, "Reliability Data from In-Flight Spacecraft; 1958- 19701' 
Description Index 
Transponder 
failed during 
launch. 
Anomaly 
Time 
(Hours) 
Inoperable filter 
wedge spectro- 
meter. 
Decrease in 
infrared inter- 
ferometer 
apectrometer 
sensitivity, 
Intermittent and 
erratic trans- 
mitter operation 
from launch for 
about 3 weeks. 
Transponder 
degradrd to 
75% urefulness. 
Unknown 
Ice deposit on 
cooled detector. 
Corrective 
Action 
(If K n m )  
Anomalier 
Excessive bolo- 
meter & optics 
housing tempera- 
ture as  a rerult 
of earth albedo 
entering the 
optic8 houring. 
- 
Caur e 
Frequency inrtab- 
ility due to high 
voltages. 
Mir sion Effect 
Complete inutility 
of the spacecraft. 
Loss of data. 
About 40 percent 
of experiment 
data lost. 
Loss of nearly 
half of the 
oretically por- 
sibla experirnmta 
ata. I 
Improper adjust- Loar in payload 
ment to data loop utility of nearly 
due to a design 25%. 
deficiency. I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EARLY SATELLITE FAILURES SIGNIFICANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CANDI DATES FOR CORRECTION WITH ON-ORB I T  CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION - I I I 
Reference: PRC Document PRC R-1453, "Reliability Data from In-Flight Spacecraft; 1958-1370" 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AEROSPACE COIPOIATKm 
17 
a a r u m m a  r*uran* 
Index 
45 
47 
5 0 
58 
Anomaly 
Time 
(Hours) 
€ 
6 
i 
c 
Corrective 
Action 
(If Known) 
Anomalies 
Description 
Degradation of 
neon reference 
for the infrared 
interferometer 
spectrometer. 
Excessive spin 
rate subsequent 
to launch. 
Cause 
High radiation 
levels early in 
the mission, 
particularly over 
theSo.At1antic 
No despin mech- 
anism provided. 
Mission Effect 
Substantial ocperi- 
ment degradation. 
Precluded receipt 
of useful data 
although space- 
I craft interrogated I 50 times in about 6 months. 
Spacecraft com- 
pletely unuseable. 
Majority of anti- 
cipated data lost 
from this experi- 
ment. 
Failure of experl- 
mental t rans - 
ponder during 
launch 
Malfunctioning 
Faraday Cup 
experiment; 
abnormal re- 
sponse to ground 
commands. 
Unknown 
Unknown 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EARLY SATELLITE FAILURES S I GN I F I  CANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATION AND 
CAND l DATES FOR CORRECTION W ITH ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT AND APPROPRIATE ACTION - I V  
Reference: 
Index 
DR C Document P R C  R - 1453, "Reliability Data from In-Flight Spacecraft; 1958- 1970" 
Anomaly 
Time 
(Hours ) 
10 
20 
UNCLASSIFIED 
96 
I 
I THE AEROSPACE CO~~ORATION UrtWWmCIUCOUlU 
Corrective 
Action 
( Xf Known) 
- - - - - - - 
Anomalies 
(1) The indicator operated sporadically for nearly a year. 
(2 )  This camera was 2 - l /2  years ald prior to launch and the shutter had been operated about 5,000 times. 
Normal shutter life is claimed by the vendor to be at leaet 400,000 to 1,000,000 operations. 
47 
Mir #ion Effect 
Loss of important 
engineering data. 
Significant degra- 
. 
Description 
The telemetry 
from the digital 
solar aspect indi- 
catortl) gfadttaly 
dr creased in pulse 
amplitude and 
disappeared. 
Spacecraft attitude 
rhythmic motion in 
Veristat booms, 
which in turn was 
caused by asymm- 
etrical configura- 
tion, solar heating 
& spacecraft spin. 
One of two camer 
cameras indicated 
an inoperable 
shutter and a 
light leak. 
Cause 
Unknown 
Basically unknown. 
I 
1 
stabilization 
attempt was un- 
successful; Verti- 
stat booms were 
properly deployed 
but to no avail. 
A high current 
transie 
camerS5':e1ection 
blew the unregulated 
shutter bus fuse. 
Considered to be the dation of data. 
result of gravity I 
gradient, aerody - 
namic pressure & 
solar pressure 
vcomrnutated" by 
Loss of capability. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SUMMARY 
EARLY SATELLITE FAILURES SIGNIFICANTLY DEGRADING SATELLITE OPERATIONS 
0 6 % OF SATELLITES FLOWN SUFFER GROSS EARLY FAILURE 
0 THEREAPPEARSTOBENOSIGNIFICANTCHANGEWITHTIME 
0 PROJECTEDCOSTINMlLLlONSOF!975DOLLARSOFEARLYFAILURE 
(1) i f  all early failures identified correctly and no false returns 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Project 
TD S 
STORMSAT + IUS 
SMS + SSUS 
ATREX 
ATREX + SRM 
LANDSAT D 
THE AERCWACE COLPOIAfKm 
mPLU*OO.cIUCOUU - 
Cost Per 
Payload Unit 
22.0 
27.5 
9.0 
15.9 
35.5 
Potential Savings ($A41 For 
On -0rbi t Checkout 
Unit Saved 
13.4 
16.8 
5.5 
9.7 
21.6 
(1) Average Flight 
0.80 
1.00 
0.33 
0.58 
1.30 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EXAMPLE CASES OF l NFANT MORTALITY LEADING TO ATREX SATELLITE RETURN FOR REPA l RS 
(FAILURES ARE DETECTED BY ONE MEASUREMENT CONFl RMED BY ANUI'MR) 
a Failure to Evtend o Tape Recorder and Antenna Steering Failure 
I Solar Arrays 
I TDRS Antenna 0 All-Sky Monitor Gross Failure 
0 Failure to Uncover Optics of Star Tracker a Multiple Instrument Failures 
a RCS ~ ~ o ~ e l l a n t l ~ r e s s u r a n t  Le kage e Ellectrical Paver Out of Limits (Voltages, Currents) 
8 Thermostat Failure 
e LouversNotOperating 
(I Star Trackers l noperative 
e Failure of a Non -Redundant Gyro Axis 
(I FailureofCPIU 
I, RCS Valve Malfunction 
I, Failure to Transfer Orbiter Data 
e Critical Command Circuit Open e Reaction Wheel Failure 
o SRM Ignition Failure 
0 SRM N C  ActuatorlNozzle Failure 
I, Antenna Switch Failure 
Diplexer Failure 
e Transponder Failure 
0 Component Temperatures Grossly Abnormal 
a Failure of Electromagnets 
0 Failure of Magnetometer 
- 
, e CommandDecoderFailure 
#. 
. 
3 a PCM Encoder Failure 
CI 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE A E I O W L  mlOulON tr -,.a- I 
ON-ORB IT CHECKOUT SYSTEM LEVEL STUD1 ES 
THE A U W A C E  m m  
-1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
BACKGROUND FOR SUBSYSTEM TESTS RECOMMENDED FOR 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
GROUND RULES 
@ SHUTLE-LAUNCHED SATELLITES AND REPLACEMENT MODULES ARE 
ASSUMED TO HAVE BEEN CHECKED OUT PRE-LAUNCH 
# VISIBILITY ON AND CONTROL OF CHECKOUT TESTING I S  REQUIRED 
AT POCC 
1 DISPLAYNUMERICALDATADERIVEDFROMTESTSAND 
IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION 
I MANUAL CONTROL OF TESTS ( INTERRUPT, REFTAT, STEP, 
SEQUENCE, ETC. 
@ TESTS ARE JUDGED BY EACH SUBSYSTEM SPECIALIST TO BE SUFFICIENT 
TO REACH THE CHECKOUT GOAL 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
BACKGROUND FOR SUBSYSTEM TESTS RECOMMENDED FOR 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
TRADEOFFS 
BASEL I NE STUDY TRADE 
Checkout goal is to identify at least 80 to Consider cost reduction vs benefit 
90 percent of infant mortality failures in reduction for less thorough checkout. 
order to maintain checkout benefits as 
high as possible. Check out all functions, 
! 
all subsystems. 
For satellite suffering from infant mortality Consider cost reduction vs benefit 
failure, avoid satellite loss t h r ~ u c ~ h  reduction for risking an occasional 
inability to retrieve. Test all equipment inability to retriwe. l f testing all 
needed to ,-~rforrn satellite retrieval while equipment i s  too expensive while the 
the payload i s  still attached to the orbiter. satellite is  attached to the orbiter, 
consider alternative modes of retrieval 
and reduced testing. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE A E a a M C E  CORmRAMn 
nmmma- 1 23 
FALSE ALARM PROTECTION APPROACH 
I, THE FALSE ALARM PROBLEM: 
I PROTECT AGAI NST C A U I  NG A GOOD SPACECRAm BAD AND REWRNI NG I T  
FOR REPAl R 
I, RECmMENDED SOLUTION: 
I TEST EQUI PMEW CHARACTER1 ST1 CS FOR MINIMUM FALSE ALARMS 
a SELF-CHECKI NG 
e HIGH R€k.lPQ" !TY DESIGN 
o MP,N/MAC)I. .'I lTERFACE ADEQUATE 
1 MORE THAN ONE FAILURE INDICATION THROUGH 
BACKUPTESTS 
E G. , THRUSTER VALVE FUNCTION AFRCTS CATALYST 
TEMPERATURE AND SATELLITE ANGULAR RATES 
a DUAL MEASUREMEMS AND TELEMRRY PATHS 
E. G., DUAL THERMOCOUPLES AND PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
ON PROPELLANT TANKS 
,- 
P 0
- I REHEARSALS OF ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT BEFORE FLIGHT 
* 
P. 
" 
c, a EXPERlENCEINAVOIDINGMlSTAKES 
I 
. 
U 
V w
I I NSI STANCE OP! HARD NI DENCE Of SATELLITE FAILURE 
. 
I 1 
THE AEROSPACE COl l rOlATW 
€1 PU;*IXL C&luammU 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT OF INSTRUMENTS - LANDSAT D 
THEMATIC MAPFER 
Test Location 
Electronic Signal Detector Noirre 
5 and 6 (Uncooled) ~ s a r u r c m e n t ( 3 )  
Detector Bias 
Mea nurement 
Detector Signal 
Analog (Video) Signals 
Response to Sun and Repeat Test on 
( I )  Data e x a m ~ n e d  at Opera t~ona l  Control Center o r  experimenter 's  facility. 
( 2 )  If available from built-ln test  equipment. 
( 3 )  Fc r s ib i l~ ty  needs study. 
(4) Not recommended during checkout if Thematic Mapper is a serviceable module on orbi t  and a s p a r e  is available. 
( 5 )  Requires up to 5 days wait for outgassing to subside and then approximately 1 day for  cooldown. 
161 Recommended a s  a backvp test ,  only used if dtstector noise measurement  test  ia e i ther  not feamiblo o r  fail.. 
THE AEROSPACE CORrOUTIOW 
U ~ C I U I O I ) U  
UNCLASSIFIED 
ALTERNATIVE ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT MODES 
PRIMARY ITEMS VARIED 
@ SPACEBORNE TEST EQU I PMENT AND I NTERCONNECTI ONS 
@ AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING BY COMPUTER I N  ORBITER BAY OR ON THE 
GROUND I N THE PAYLOAD OPERATI ONAL CONTROL CENTER 
8 LOCATION OF PAYLOAD DURING CHECKOUT TESTING 
I ATTACHED TO SHUTTLE 
I STANDING OFF FROM ORBITER 
I COMB1 NATI ON OF THESE 
@ COMMAND, TELEMETRY, AND l NSTRUMENT DATA R. F. LINKS 
@ ATTITUDE CGNTROL SYSTEM TESTS WHILE AnACHED TO ORBITER 
I WITHANDWITHOUTTILTTABLE 
I SATELLITE ON RMS 
I ORBITER TO MMS INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT MI SALl  GNMENT TESTS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE ALROIPACE a r O l A T J O N  j-1 
* 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ELAPSED TlME FOR TESTING WITH THE SATELLITE ATACHED TO THE ORBITER 
BACKGROUND INFORMATI ON 
@ TESTING WHICH I S  FEASIBLE ONLY WITH THE SATELLITE ATTACHED T O T M  ORBITER 
f TESTS WHICH VERIFY THE FUNCTIONS OF SATELLITE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
FOR NORMAL PAYLOAD RETRIEVED ON RETRIEVABLE SATELLITE 
a E. G., TT&C CHECKOUT 
e E. G., CHECKOUT OF ACS EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO STABILIZE THE 
SATELL lTE I N A PLANNED RETR I EVAL ATT'ITUOE 
- EXPECTED TO REQUI RE 10 TO 20 MINUTES FOR STS PAYLOAD 
I ALL CHECKOUT TESTS FOR A NON-RETRIEVABLE SATELI.ITE 
m FULL CHECKOUT WOULD REOU I RE 1 TO 3 DAYS 
@ TESTING WHICH MAY BE FEASIBLE ONLY WITH SATELLITE ATlACHED TO THE 
ORBITER 
! Em G. , "COOL" SATELL lTE TESTING, EXPECTED TO REQUIRE UP TO 
10 MINUTES PLUS COOL-DOWN TlME BEYOND ABOVE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ELAPSED TlME FOR TESTING WlTH THE SATELLITE ATTACHED TO THE ORBITER 
BACKGROUND I NFORMATI ON ( CONT'D) 
I) TESTINGWHICHMAYBEACCOMPLISHEDWITHTHESATELLITEATTACHEDTOTHE 
ORblTER OR STANDING OFF FROM THE ORBITER 
I ARGUMENTS FOR TESTING ATTACHED: AVO1 D RETRIEVAL I F  EARLY FAILURE 
FOUND AND VERIFIED 
I ARGUMENTSAGAINSTTESTINGATTACHED: 
e SUBJECT PAYLOAD UNDER TEST TO ADDITIONAL (THERMAL) ENVI RONMEN1 S 
e EXTEND IN-BAY TIMELINE FOR PAYLOADS TO BE DEPLOYED SUBSEQUENT 
TO PAYLOAD UNDER TEST (AND HENCE SOAK TIMES AND THERMAL 
ENVI RONMENTS) 
I, DEVOTES ADDITIONAL ORBITER TlME TO PAYLOAD UNDER TEST 
@ TESTING WHICH MAY BE ONLY FEASIBLE WlTH SATELLITE STANDING OR FROM 
ORBITER 
I E. G., LOW ALTITUDE EARTH VIEWING HISTORICAL EidD-TO-END TESTS 
WITHOUT ARTIFICIAL STIMULI 
I RCS OR PROPULSION THRUSTER VALVE TESTS 
I TESTS REQUIRING EXPOSURE OF CONTAMINATION-SENSITIVE OPTICS 
UNCLASSIFIED 8 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THERMAL CONS I DERATI ONS AFFECTING TEST SEQUENCE ON ORBIT 
(1) Dependa on remainder of cargo, ratellite equipment on, launch conditiona, time line on orbit (firat out, 
recond out, etc. ). 
(2)  Outgaaung period over. 
) Except gyros (if required to operate during arcent), and turning on equipment on heaters required to keep 
the payload warm. 
14) F c r  rate matching teat.. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Project 
Landrat 
ATREX 
Satellite 
Required On In 
Unelevated 
Poritian 
.- 
~ a s " ' )  
Ye. 
Probable 
Satellite 
Condition 
During Ascent 
off(3) 
TDS 
Stormrat JlUS 
S M S ( ~ ~ ~ ) / S ~ ~ ~  
Satellite 
Poaitiona 
Available, 
Payload 
Attached To 
Orbiter 
Horizontal, 
Elevated to  
Vertical 
Vertical 
In-Bay 
(Not Elevated) 
Satellite 
Temperature 
When On-Orbit 
Checkout ( I f  Initiated 
Warm to Cool 
Wa t m  to Cool 
Normal 
Satellite 
Condition 
fn Standby 
With 411 
Equipment 
~ ~ e r a t i n ~ l ~ )  
Warm 
Warm 
off(3) 
satellite 
IUS On 
satellite 
SSUS 0ff(3) 
Horizontal, 
Elevated to 
Vertical 
Horizontal, 
Elgvated to 
60 
Horizontal, 
Elevated 
Yea (4) 
No 
No 
Warm to Cool 
Warm 
Warm to Cool 
-- 
Warm 
Warm 
Warm 
- 
Payload 
F i r s t  
Out 
UNCLASSIFIED 
GENERALIZED TOP-LEVEL CHECKOUT FLOW ASSUMING NO EARLY FA1 LURES 
9 * h 
Deploy 
Cool Run Satellite Allow Heat Up  Run 
Down Cool Initialrze Outgoing Satellite Warm 
Sateutte(2)- Satellite and -p Time to  t o  Warm Satellite Tests  Establish ~ l a p s e ( 1 )  Condition Testr  
- U "7 (2) If necessary. 
Y . 
3 0 
Payload 
Second 
Out 
UNCLASSIFIED 
w " 
m 
0 m
P 
rn (I) If required to present arcing and glow on high voltage satellite equipment, otherwise, hold in stand-off porition 
-, 
D, 
while tests  proceed. 
I I 
Down 
~ a r e ~ i t e ( ~ )  
a 
Proceed ae with Payload Fi re t  Out 
UNCLASSIFIED 
PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPT1 ONS - LANDSAT, A RETRIEVABLE SATELLITE 
Relative to orbiter. 
Spaceborne checkout support system 
When satellite attached to  orbiter, all tests except R.F. tests done thru PDI, satcllitalTDRS only ured for R.F. tests. 
Ground-based automatic test sequencing at POCC. 
On-orbit automated checkout equipment 
Space-based automatic test sequencing with OACE. 
Prior to  deployment. 
After deployment to standoff position. 
Option 
1 
. 
2 
3 
5 
6 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Test 
Objectives 
Identify 80- 90% of 
Gross Early 
Failure. 
-- 
Identify 80-90% of 
Gross Early 
Failures 
Limit Checks 
Limit 
Initiate h n d s a t t 8 )  
+ Additional Tests 
As Poaaible 
Limit ~hecke!7), 
Command1 
~ e s ~ o n s e ( 7 ) ,  Rate 
Matching(7), 
Initiate Satellite + 
Additional Tests 
As Possible 
Identify 80-90% of 
Gross Early 
Failures 
Location/ 
Position Of 
Satellite 
Under ~ e s t (  l )
Spaceborne 
Test 
Support 
Equipment 
None 
None 
None 
2 
Comnuc&s 
Primary 
Test 
Links 
~ u l l  checkout  tion on'^^^' 
Full  Checkout Option(3H6' 
~ i n & l  Checkout Option 
& ~ ~ ~ ~ h r ' t i o n B e L O d  
Lfmited Duration Checkout 
Option(4)(S) 
~ u l l  checkout ~ption(~)(')  
A 
Time 
Succerrful 
Checkout 
Attached 81 ' Thru PDI 
Constraintr 
Contin- 
gency 
? 
? 
y'CO$iz&) 
2-3Hours 
4-8 Hours 
? 
Elevated yes  
Yes 
NO 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
SatITDRS 
Standoff 
Attached k 
, Elevated 
Standoff 
Elevated 
Attached & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached & 
Elevated 
' Standoff 
Sat/TDRS 
Thru PDI 
Sat/TDRS 
SatITDRS 
Thru PDL 
Thru PDI 
Sat/TDRS 
Sat/TDRS 
Thlx PDI 
Sat/TDRS 
Sat /TDRS 
Thru PDI 
Sat ITDRS 
Sat/T DRS 
LANDS AT, A RETR l EVA BLE SATELL l TE 
STUDY RESULTS FOR PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPTIONS WITH EMPHASIS ON TESTING 
PR I OR TO DEPLOYMENT 
Note: (a)  = Missing RCS leak tests; (b) = Missing thermal tests; (c)  = Missing instrument testa; (d) = Misaing c o m n d  
response testing; (e )  = Missing isolation valve testa; ( f )  = Incomplete tests  of extendablea; (g) = Missing R F  teats. 
- 
(1) After aatellite1POCC communications a r e  calibrated and teat aoftw.re and equipment checked out 
(2)  For a description of the "activity" covered with and without checkout, ace Table 
(3) R.  F. link satelliteISTDN tested in attached poaition 
(4) Pr ior  to deployment 
Comment8 
Checkout Cost Benefit* for  
• Fully Serviceable Satel- 
lite a r e  Marginrl(3) 
Checkout Costa a r e  Mar- 
ginal o r  Exceed ~ e n e f i t s ( 3 )  
Aa aurance of R atrievability 
Degraded. Checkout too 
Limited to  be  Worth the 
Effort 
Incomplete Checkout 
Incomplete Checkout 
Bendita Exceed Costs. 
Complete 
Coat 
Eatimate 
For  
Teata ($M) 
Ow4' 
0. 
No 
Estimate 
0.16 
0.16 
0, 6 
Option 
3 
4 
I 
Estimated 
Teat ration 
Incrernel*9; (Hour.) 
Ri8ka Of 
Undetected 
Early 
Failures 
Acceptable 
(10 to  20%) 
Acceptable 
(10 to 20%) 
Significant 
(a)  thru (6) 
Significant 
(a), (b), (c), 
(el 
Significant 
(a), ( c )  
Acceptable 
Teat 
Objectives 
Identify 80- 50% of 
Gross Early Failures 
Identify 80-9070 of 
Gross Early Failures 
Limit Checks 
Limit ~ h e c k e ( ~ ) ,  
~ o m m a n d l ~ e s ~ .  
R.F. ~ e s t s ( ~ )  
Rate ~ a t c h i n ~ t 4 ) .  
Initiate Landsat 
Limit 
Corn-nand/Res .*(4) 
R. F. T e ~ t s ( ~ f  
Rate ~ a t c h i n g ( 4 )  
Thermal ~ests(4!, 
Initiate Landsat 
Identify 80-9070 of 
Gross Early Failures 
Attached 
22 
- _ _ . _ _ I _ _ - P  
2 2 
-1 0 Mins 
3 
2 
2 2 
Risk Of 
Return Of 
Good 
Satallitea 
Minimum 
Significant 
Minimum 
Minimum 
, 
Standoff 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 (10 to 209'0) I 
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATI ON SATELLIE, A RETRIEVABLE SATELLITE 
PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPT1 ONS 
( 1 ) Relative to orbiter. 
(2) PDI = orbiter payload data interleaver which communicates payload data and commands through TDRS. 
(3)  Ground-based automatic test sequencing using POCC computers. 
(4) For wideband data system. 
(5)  Duration of testing depends on visibility of ground station. 
( 6 )  Space-based automatic test sequen-xng with OACE. 
Option 
1 
2 
3 
I 4  
5 
. - -- - 
6 
7 
Test 
Objectives 
Identify 80-9070 of 
Cross Early 
Failures 
I 
- - - - 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Support 
Equipment 
R. F. 
Stimulus 
SCSS 
stimulus 
SCSS 
Stimulus 
SCSS 
R.F. 
Stimuluo 
OACE 
Stimulus 
OACE 
S&Tg' 
None 
Location/ 
Position Of 
Satellite 
Under ~ e n t (  )
Attached & 
Elevated 
' Standoff 
2~2:: & 
Attack r 1 & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached & 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Attached 
Elevated 
Standoff 
Pr imary 
Test 
~ i n k r ( 2  ) 
Satellite/Test 
Equipment / 
P Dl 
E:rGt::d 
PDI 
Payload 
M e  ragator/ 
PDI, Sat/ 
Gr'd. ~ t a . ( ~ )  
PDI, Sat/ 
Ground Sta . 
Sat/Gr8d Sta. 
Satellite/Test 
Equipment / 
P DI 
PDI, Payload 
ht t rogator /  
PDI 
P L  hteroga- ' 
tor  /PDI 
Sat/Grld Sta. 
PDI, Sat/ 
Ground Sta. 
Sat/Grd Sta. 
PDI, Payload 
lntcrogator/ 
PDI 
Sat /Gr9d Sta. 
CommenLs 
(3) 
(3)(5), Replace R. F. Teot 
Support Equipment Func- 
tion With Paylord M e r o -  
gater 
(3)(5), Replace. R.F. Tart 
Support Equjpment Func- 
tion with Ground Station 
(6), With QICE Testinp 
CanProceedwhenCommu- 
nicatioxu a r e  interrupted 
(5)(6), Replace R. F. Teot 
Equipment Function With 
2ayload Merogator 
(6). Replace R. F. Support 
Equipment Function Witb 
Ground Station 
( 3), Delete All Spaceborne 
Test Support Equipment 
- 
Time 
Successful 
Checkout 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
Constraints 
Coatia- 
gency 
Yes 
Yed 
Yes 
Yen 
Yes 
Yes 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX, A RETR l EVA BLE SATELL l TE 
STUDY RESULTS FOR PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPTIONS WITH EMPHASIS ON TESTING 
AFTER SATELLITE DEPLOYMENT 
Note: (a) = Missing RCS leak tests; (b)  = Missing thermal tests 
r 
Option 
( I )  If outgassing period i s  required, it is  completed before testing starts. 
(2) Active test  time increased to account for orbiter blockage of the ATREX/TDRS link. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Test 
Objectives 
Limit checks'') 
Rate 
Go-nd/Resp. 
Instrument Tes 
Thruster Tests fp 
Extendible ~ e s t s ( ~ )  
Identify 80-90% of 
Grosr Early Failures 
I THE AEROWACE COlPOMIWN aBou*mc- 
Risks Of 
Undetected 
Eorly 
Failurer 
(a), (b) 
Acceptable 
(1 0 to 20%) 
Risk Of 
Return Of 
Good 
Satelliter 
Minimum 
Minimum 
Ertimrted 
Teat Duration 
Increment (Hours) 
Cort 
%stirnates 
Increment 
For 
Tertr  OM) 
0.1 6 
(i. 16 
Attached 
30 Minuter 
8 ~ o r ; r s " ~ ~ '  
Comments 
Incomplete Checkout 
Complete Checkout 
Benefit. Exceed Coats 
Standoff 
4  ours" ) 
18Hours 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX, A RETR l EVA BE SATELL l TE 
PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPT1 ONS, GROUND-BASED AUTOMATI C TEST SEQUENCING 
USING POCC COMPUTERS 
(1 ) Relative to orbiter 
(2 )  After satellite-to-ground communications are calibrated and any test equipment and software checked out 
(3) Prior to deployment 
CO~nmeaSs 
Minimal Checkout wiod4) 
Limited Duration option"' 
Limited Duration Cption"' 
Full Checkout  tiam am'^) 
(4) Active testing while ATREX is attached to orbiter is  limited to times when TDRS is  visible from ATREX, 
i. e., no interference by orbiter structure 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I 
Primary 
Test 
Link. 
Satellite/ 
TDRS 
Satellitel 
TDRS 
Satellite/ 
TDRS 
Satellite/ 
TDRS 
Location/ 
Position Of 
Satellite 
Under Test( 1 ) 
Attached to 
Orbiter 
Attached 
Attached 
Then Standoff 
Attached 
Then Standoff 
I THE AEROSTACE m l W N  E L r m m u u l O l u  3 5 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Support 
Equipment 
None 
None 
Option 
4 
Test 
Objective8 
Limit 
Rate Matching'3) 
Limit 
Command1 
~ e a ~ o n s e ( 3 )  
Rate Mat~hing '~)  
Limit Checks 
Command/ 
Response 
Rate Matching + 
Additional Tests 
As Possible 
Mentify 80-90% of 
Cross Early 
Failures 
Time Constraints 
Succes 8ful 
~heckout(2) 
Nominal 
(-30 Min) 
O. - 
- 
? 
Contin- 
gency 
0 
0 
Yes 
Yes 
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSATI I US, AS A NON-RETRIEVABLE PAYLOAD 
PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPT1 3NS 
(1)  Relative to orbiter 
( 2 )  Ground-based automatic teat sequencing using POCC cornputera 
(3)  Space-breed automatic teat sequencing with OAC2 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEROSPACE COIVOM'IKm u-cIIlPOC*y 
Option 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Comm.aLa 
(2) 
(2). Delete R.F. Test 
S ~ P P ~ *  4uip~ned 
(3), Witb MCE Testing 
CIlr Proceed When Cornmu- 
nications a r e  Merrugkd 
(3), Delete R.F. Tast 
Equipment WithaACE 
(3), Delete All Sp.cebome 
Test Support EquipmcaC 
Location1 
Position Of 
Satellite 
Vnde r ~e st( 1 ) 
&:$:: ' 
Attached & 
Attached & 
~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ d  
Attadred 
EleMteci 
9 
Test 
Objectives 
Identify 80-90% of 
Gross Early 
Failures 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Support 
Equipment 
R. F. 
stimulus 
SCSS 
? 
Primary 
Teat 
Links 
ateuitef Test 
&uipment/ 
PDI 
PDI, Sat/ 
Ground Sta. 
for R F  Torte 
SatellitelTeet 
Quipment/ 
PDI 
PDI, Sat/ 
Ground St.. 
for R F  Tests 
Check Out Satellite 
Equipment Testable 
Without Teat Sup- 
port Equipment 
None 
for R F  Tests 
Time 
Successful 
Checkout 
? 
? 
? 
? 
--- 
Idatdy 80-907b of I Stimulus 
Conatrainta 
Contin- 
geacy 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Gross Early 
Failures 
Identify 80-90% of 
Gross Eorly 
Failures 
Identify 80-90% of 
CroasEarly 
Failures 
CSS 
h. F. 
SCSS 
OACE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSATII US, AS A NOIII-RETRIEVABLE PAYLOAD 
RESULTS FOR PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPTIONS 
( I )  Mtsatng ACS end-to-d testing. 
(2) Hissing star tracker md fine muo sensor tests ac;les8 aelf-toding untb are provided. 
13) bdisstng Stornuat RCS isohtton d v e  tests. 
(4) Msstn8 Storrrmrt failures o c c u r r ~  after IUS ignition. 
(5) *sm ACS olactrodcs temtm. 
(6) ffissing M S I R  IR elect rdcs  tests. 
b 
UNCLASSIFIED 
wOa 
1 
' 
i 
Risks Of 
Undetected 
Early 
Failure. 
CouldNot 
Reach 
abjhctfver, 
(11(2)(3N4) 
significant 
Risks 
I 
Siantftunt 
Risks 
( I  ), (2), (31, 
(4). (5), (6) 
Test 
Objecti-s 
tdaaHfy80-9-of 
Gross Early Failures 
Idantiff 80-90% of 
Grwm Early Failures 
Identify 80-9- of 
Gross Early Failures 
identify 80-90% of 
G w s  Early Failures 
Cbeck Out SsteUtte 
Equtpwat Testable 
WithouL Test Support 
Risk Of 
Return Of 
Good 
Satdlites 
Mhim~I 
MInimrl 
h a d d  
---- 
Minim8l 
Mintmil 
Emtimated 
Test Dwratlon 
b c r - d  (H0U.s) 
coot 
= 
Fer 
Tests (-1 
0.80 
0.40 
0*a8 
0.48 
O*" 
Attached 
24 
24 
24 
- - .  
a4 
24 
Commmam 
hemapleu 
C08bEpCHdB&md%t8 
(1)- - m e  
NU 3- m Ilu-. 
xaC0mpl.t. aueLoot. 
Casts E r c d  8.Mtft.. 
(1)-bUaapt.t.QncLad* 
N.t Baadtt. are Ir(rtfimrl. 
€1)- b m r p l d w  - 
8a.t Jamftrd qrtbe sf 
Not R e t r i e ,  
Studoff 
0 
0 
0 
- 
0 
0 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SYNCHRONOUS ME'EOROLOGI CAL SATELLITE (SMS)iGOESISSUS 
SMS I S  ASSUMED MOD1 FIED TO BE COMPATI BE WITH STS 
PRIMARY CHECKOUT OPTIONS 
(1 ) tnilrrd~n~ t ruuh to r  box, orbiter/ShiS. 
(2) Relative to orbiter. 
(3) a -o rb i t  autornted checkout equipment includes telemetry, comnund computer, and tape recorder (see Reference 
- 
SAWSSUS~DR.~W'~'  
SBB/SSUS SD R o t ~ f i ? ~ d B h ,  
Hish I n c J M o m  P8- 
Island Orbit. for Ck.rllie8 RF T&) WilEapr 
Higb Indiartioa P~tLriry 
Orbit, O.rinr*. W d w  
bland for Checkoat c ad^) 
SbGlSSUS NaC Retrievable , 
Sune as Above 
S&/SStg Not Retrievable, 
SAS Sbaded by Orbiter 
(4) Spoce-based rut-tic test sequencing witb OACE. 
( 5 )  Ground-based automatic test sequencing using POCC computers. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Primary 
Test 
Lb&8 
Th- 
OACElPDI 
Thru 
OACEiPDI 
Thm PDI. 
Sat/Ground . 
Sat/Ground 
R.F. 
Satellite to 
Ground 
R.F. 
Sltellite to 
G r ~ l n d  
T tne  Carutraiat~ 
Locrcion/ 
Posifioet Of 
Satellite 
U d e r  ~ e d  2) 
Attached & 
Ele r r td  
-SturddC 
Attached k 
Elevated 
F ~ t a n d d  
Att8cbed 
Elevated 
Elevated ' 
Sucee~mful 
Checkout 
? 
? 
5 Minutes 
(out of 24 
hr. pri- 
Two 5 Min 
Pqriods 
(outof18 
hr. period) 
? I Elevated Yes 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Support 
Equipment 
R. F. 
Stimulus 
OAcE(3) 
R.F. 
Nane 
None 
Tests Without Test 
4ufpm-t 
. 
Wioa 
1 
ComHn- 
gency 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Ye. 
I I 
None 
T e ~ t  
Ob jectivea 
Id- 80-9- d 
Gr-s Early 
Failures 
2 
3 
, 
Identify60-96of 
Groms E8rly 
FaUzres 
Limit to Testing 
DuringWrl laps 
ISM P.8. 
Limit to Testing 
During Wdlaps 
h b d  P*.es 
24 Hours Apart 
Limit to Attached 
I , ,  
SMS I S  ASSUMED MODIFIED TO B€ CaMPATlSLE WITH STS 
STUDY RESULTS FOR PRIMARY CHECKOW WTEfflS 
Rirkr 0% Rirk QI 
Undatoctod Roturn 01 
Tert a r l y  tiood 
Omtion Objactivar F u r  Satrllitao 
Identify 80-905 of 
Grosr Early Failurrr 
I Limit Chockr, Significant 3 Command/Rerponro (a), (bh Minimum vartr  Only (c), (d)r (3 )  
Limit Checkr, 
CommurdlRerponro Sigaiiicant ' Tertr, Leak Test., (c), (dl 
, Thermal Tartr 
Up to 411 hr 
, period 
I I / Limit Chrckr, 
Comm&nd/Rerponr e Significant I 1 5 Tertr. Leak Testa. (c), (dl, Minimum 24 H o b r  0 
I I ~ h e m f l  Testa, R@ 113) ~ m . t . (  1 - I 
Note: (a) 8 Mirring RGg leak tertr; (b) = Mirrlng thermlrl tertr; (c) 8 h6i@#ln( Wl 
(1)  Outgarrtnp period ( i f  any) elapsar before terting begin#,. ComnxunicaCionr lbl 
checked out before tsrting beginn. 
(2)  For rrsumptioar ured in nuking coat emtinutar, rer  Ral*rrnca 1. 
(3) Mirriap SMS failures occurring after SSU8 ignition. 
(4) Payload rpecialirt controlr psyload temperaturer or thormortato provided. 
(5) Limited to S-band terting through orbiter payload intarrogator. 
Tor 
?.at# (W) 
w 
r tmrtod end 
I".atta& Coot8 Much U r ~ r  
Tlma P0tomtt.l madM I : 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SUMMARY OF PAYLOAD RETRlEVAPlLlTY AND PAYLOAD TEST LOCATlON CASES 
Payload 
I 
Stormsat IIUS 
Technology Demon- 
stration Satellite 
SMS/GOES/SSUS 
Landsat D 
ATREX 
7 
Employing Checkout Terting Summary 
Results 
In Table 
No. 
7-: 
7-4 
7-5 
7-6 
7- 7 
7-8 
7-8 
7-9 
7-10 
7-12 
7-13 
Prior To 
Deployment 
Yer 
Y er 
Y er 
Yar 
Yer 
Y a8 
Yer 
Checkout Studied For 
Mter Satellite 
Deployment 
Yea 
Yer 
Yes 
Ye8 
A 
- 
Retrievr 31e 
Payload 
Yes 
Yea 
Yea 
Ye8 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No-Retrievbble 
Payload 
Yea 
Ye8 
UNCLASSIFIED 
COMMQND (UP-LINK) SYSTEM FOR ON-ORBIT CMECKdtrr 
LANDSAT D ATTACHED TO ORBITER 
satel l i te   ram 0"' 
Data Network (STDN) 
Ground Station 
C 
- 
- 
r 
Spaceborne 
Checkout Su 
SystemYPP" 
equipment ISCSE). When SCSE i s  not included the hardline 
goes direct ly  to the satellite.  
L- 
0 '*' 
Payload 
Operational 
Control 
( 8 )  Range signal. 
( 2 )  Hardline, umed lo r  a l l  payload-attached t e s t s  xc t fo r  C DH 
RF equipment checkout temtm which use paths&,@. and 6. 
13) Options studied with and without spaceborne checkout support 
TDRS 
S.tellite 
Link v 
BATELUTE 
Center 
(POCC) 
4 Or 
A I 0 .eel) < System 0 3 
Comnnnd 
Syrtern 
I 
O r b ~ t e r  
Communications 
TELUVETRY (DOWN-LI NK) SYSTEM FOR ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
LANDSAT D ATTACHED TO ORBITER 
L -r 
I 1  ) Range s i y ~ t a l .  
( 2 )  May g o  through s p a c e t o r ~ l e  checkout support r y s t e m  
( 3 )  Hardline, used for a:l payload-attached t c a t v  e r e  t for C& M 
SATELLITE 
RF equipment cherkuut t e s t s  which u s e  p t h r  6. b. and 6. 
( 4 )  Optibns studled with nnc: withour spaceborne cherkout rupport equipment ISCSE). 
UNCLASSIFIED 
COMMAND (UP-LINK) SYSTEM FOR ON-ORBIT CHECKW 
LANDSAT D STANDING OFF FROM ORBITER 
Nute: @ i s  satel litelorbiter (payload interrogator) Ilnk. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
0 TORS Satelllte 
Link 
2 
POCC 
. I 
! 
SATELLITE 
cOfIWfM@ 
Or 
System 
0 
System 
_1 3 
u 
, 
' Orbiter 0 
Communlcatlons < C 
UNCLASSIFICO 
TELEMETRY (DOWN-LINK) S Y S  FOR W O R B l T  CHECKOUT 
LANDSAT 0 STANDING OFF FROM ORBITER 
Note: @ i s  satellitelorbiter (payload interrogator) link. 
r,,,, ,,,,, ---,,----- 
I 
0 satellite 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---- 
POCC - =  ' O r  
a 
P i 
A 
SAEU1TE 
I 
L T 
Telemetry @> Communications Orbiter 
System 
-< 0 - 
u 
* 
UNCLASSIFIED 
COMMAND (UP-LINK) SYSTEM FOR OIV-ORBIT CWECKWT 
ATRM SATELLITE ATTACHED OR ORBITER OR STANDING OFF FRm TH ORBITER 
TELEMETRY (OWN-11 NK),SYSTEM FOR W-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
ATRM SA'ELLITE AlTACHED OR ORBITER OR STANDING OFF FROM THE ORBlTER 
UNCLASSIFIED 
t 
TDRS 
S ~ l l ~  
LInk 
I 
SAfELLtTE 
Sat0Ilb 
POCC - 
C 
( 1) Orbiter 
Communications 4 System I 
(1) Link needed to transmit orbiter attitude and 
payload bay temperature data to POCC only 
when the payload i s  attached. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORB IT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM LEVEL STUD1 ES 
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING 
UNCLASSIFIEO 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT PRE-DEPLOYMENT CHECKOUT 
TT&C SYSTEM 
LANDSAT * MULTlMlSSlON MODULAR SPACECRAFT 
+ 
INSTRUMENTAT1 ON MODULE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT TT&C CHARAClERI ST1 CS 
MMS COMMUNI CAT1 ONS AND DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM 
Preliminary Cornmans and Telemetry Lists Available 
. 
Transponder 
Command Rates 
Real-Time Telemetry Rates 
Tentative Selection 
Telemetry Formats 
Stored Data D ump/Mi ssion 
Data Source 
On-Board Computer 
Data Storage 
TlM Minor Frame 
S uboornm utators 
Major Frame Cycle 
2 
Y 
S-Band STDNKDRSS, Transponder Output Pawet at 
Antenna Port 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 Watts, Prelaunch Seledzble 
2 KBPS (ShuttlelSTDN). 125 and 1 KBPS SeIec!able (TDRSS) 
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 KBPS 
16 KBPS 
2 Selectable Prior to launch, Plus I n - O M  Programmable 
Capability; All Formats Contain 890 Data Word Maximum 
2.048 MBPS Maximum, 1.024 MBPS COW Data 
18 Bits Per Word. 32K Words of Memory, Baseline 
Expandable to 64K Words. 5 Microsecond Add Time 
Standard Option of lo8 and lo9 Bit Tape Recorders 
1024 Bits (128 Hbrds) 
128 
8.192 Seconds 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT TT&C CHARACTERISTICS 
INSTRUMENTATION, DOWNLINKS 
0 TDRSSKUBAND 
1 120 MBPS FOR THEMATIC MAPPING (TM) 
1 15 MBPS FOR MULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 
OR 
X BAND 
1 120 MBPS FOR THEMATIC MAPPING 
I REQU I RES DED I CATED STAT1 ON 
@ S BAND 
I 15 MBPS FOR MSS 
0 NO COMMAND OR TELUMETRY L I  STS AVA l lABLE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSlFlED 
MMS SYSTEM BLOCK D l  AGRAM 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE TTSlC SUBSYSTEM 
RMCCERTRAL I wttmcx OATA BUS - - 
+ UNIT I 1 - 
0 
C r u d  I 
O m l r  
F . R t  - 
S m r  
I 
I ml nw I r 2  Ir. 
I ktcvnl 
i b 
L 1- I 
1 + LCrcnh ? r d d  - ,  m . I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AERWACE m l V O N  nmiunm~y.o.).. I 


LANDSAT D MISS ION-PECULIAR CWIMUNI CATION 
bFobt Parabola .- q 
, 
X ?Ban$; 
Ts*nrmlfLlmr 
4 
I b 
- Th*murtc 
Comb4n.r 
and 
Modulator 
A 
- El?P# 
A ~ ~ w p o c k 8 l  
- 
11 
Scaan~r 
1s M b P s  
A c q d  rtion 
Worn 
(I-Bad 
Tr*nrrnilter 
-I I A 

1T&C RF TESTING FOR LANDS AT OR ATRM TDRS LARCE D l  SH EQUl PMHT 
TESTING PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT - I 
With Ground? 
NO' RF 
Tart 
W d t  for Dedicated 
Ground Station 
To Bo Virtblo 
Tost Through 
Dedlcatod 
I Ground Station Blockr Data and Tranrmita to G5FC I 
GROUND 0 
1 
Open Payload B i y  
Door r 
I 
Radlato Payload 
Talomotry to Orbiter 
Payload Interrogator 
1 
ORBITER b 
That P.ylor6 Antenna 
TT&C RF TEST1 NG FOR LANDS AT OR ATREX TDRS LARGE D l  SH EQU l PMENT 
TESTING PRI OR TO DEPLOYMENT - I I 
OR BITER 0 
Orbiter Ihta Syrtem Blockr 
Data and Send. to Orbiter 
No U8e Orbiter Ye8 
I I 
STDN Site Receiver. L-' 
Payload hterrogatol Router 
Data To Orbiter 
Date Syotem 
I I STDN site I 
Pafiord hterrog*tor Rorrter 
Ikta To Orbiter 
k~ m r t e m  
GROUND 6 
UNCLASSIFIEO 
I Orbiter kt. l y a t a n  Block8 Data and Router to Orbit*:? Commonic.ttan 8yrt.m I 
Orbiter Commoalcmtioa 8ymt.m 
Multiplesrr P a y l o ~ d  T J m t r y  
Data With  ab+r Dowalink 
Rta urd Truremitr to TDRll I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TT&C RF TESTING FOR LANDSAT OR ATREX TDRS LARGE DISH EQUIPMMT 
TESTING PRl OR TO DEPLOYMENT - I I I 
I TDRS Radiate. To Ground Station I 
Ground Station Block* 
Data and Forward. To 
Goddard Switchem 
D8U to POCC 
Antenna 
Unfurled? 
Rdold By Rdold By 
Ci8w Act is  
Withdraw Satellite 
Into Orbiter 
I , Sbut Paylwd Bay Door r I 
Return to Earth 
UNCLASSiFlED 
TT&C CHECKOUT OPT1 ONS CONS I DERED FOR LANDSATlMMS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
OPTION 
1. Test 
Initial Coniigura- 
tion Only 
2. Teet Three 
Redundont 
R f  
Configura - 
tion* 
3. Teat All 
Redundant 
Elements 
THE AEROYkCE COIrOUTylw [_I_-j  
ADVANTAGES 
Ouickest to runt 
for M.nlul 
Evaluation 
/ 1 Minute for Software 
Limit Checking by 
POCC Computer 
Quick to Run: 
1 for 
Evaluation 
1 2 Minutes for S o f m t e  
Limit Checking by 
POCC Computer 
l Verification d Oper- 
ability 01 the Entire 
TTLC Symtem Using 
Any Configuration 
l Insure. That Spoce- 
craft TTPC S y ~ t e m  
When Deployed Meet* 
Design Coals 
DJSADVANTACES 
l Ekpnrive Redundant 
Equipment Not Checked 
I Triple Redundent 
RF Syateme 
I Duo1 Redundant 
Computer Chain With 
Cro.8 Switching of 
Element. 
Doe. Not Check Dual 
Redund.nt Comput*r 
Syatem or  Internal 
Cros. Switchin# 
l Slaver to Runs 
/ Approximately 100 
Comnundr Mu*t 8. 
Transmitted and 
Remponse Evalu~tsd 
I 45 Minutes for 
Manual Evlluation 
/ 20 Minutes for Soft- 
ware Limit Checking 
by POCC Computer 
COMMENTS . 
l Lon8 On-Orbit Lit* 
CapMlity Chpadr 01 
Redundant Equipment 
l Fai1.d Reduadnat 
Element L Not Dotected 
Sub..pu.nt Fallure In 
Initial Confl#urationr 
May: 
( I ) Knock Out Satellite 
Cormpl.t.1 y, 
o r  
(2 )  Reduce It. Life 
Expectancy 
l RF Amplifiers Whicb 
Are  Checked Here Havo 
a Hifier Failure Pro- 
ability Than Computer 
Element* 
However, Fallad Com- 
puter Element in Redun- 
dam Confiluration Wit1 
Not 8. D.t.cted 
l Subsequent Fatlure In 
Initial Confipretioa 
Elrment b y :  
( 1 Knock Out 8.tollite 
Compl.t.ly, 
o r  
(2 )  Reduce Its Life 
Emecuncr  
l Thte Teet Insurer 
T h t  All Want 
Morulity Item* In The 
TTItC System Are 
If Failure Ie 1dentUi.d. 
Program M.nager Con 
Woish the Merit. of 
Immediate Dsployment 
With Shortened Oa-Orbit 
Life Against the Return 
to &rth lor  R-ir and 
b t e r  Placement Oa 
Orbit 
RECOMYEW 
MTlON 
Not 
Recommiudd 
Not 
Recomnund.d 
Recommended 
d 
UNCLASSIFIED 
MMS TELEMETRY ANALY S I S 
@ BACKUPtAONITORINGPOINTSEXIST INPRESENTDESIGNWITHTHE 
FOLLOWING RECOMMENDAT IONS 
I ADDITION OF POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGES FOR EACH BOX 
I POWER OUTPUT OF TRANSM ITERS 
@ BASELINE MON ITOR I NG 
I GENERAL PERFORMANCE, ALIVENESS 
I THE AERO~~ACE m t l o w  6 1 m P u r m w . o u  
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX PRE-DEROYMENT CHECKOUT 
TT&C SYSTEM 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE A m M E  Q I M U l W J N  
-1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX TT&C 
# PRIMARY SUPPORT: TDRSS 
@ BACKUP SUPPORT (REDUCED DATA RATE): STDN 
@ SINGLE THREAD SYSTEM - NO REDUNDANCY 
@ RECORDS SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY AND EXPERIMENT DATA VIA: 
I 16 KBPS FOR 8096 OF ORBIT 
1 64KBPSFOR20%OFORBlT 
@ DUMPS RECORDED DATA TO GROUND AT 150 KBPS VIA PRIMARY 
SYSTEM - HI  GH-GAIN ANTENNA 
@ POSSIBLE REDUCED RATE DUMPING AT 1 KBPS V IA  BACKUP 
SYSTEM - OMNl 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AUOWACE m l l O N  y j  
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX TT&C SYSTEM 
@ TDRSS COMPhTIBLE 
I HEM I S PHER I C ANTENNA - MULTI PLE ACCESS 
I CON1 CAL LOG SPI  RAL ANTENNAS - SINGLE ACCESS 
@ ELENWRY 
I BITRATE 
REAL TIME - 16 KBPS 
a RECORDED DATA - 32 KBPS 
I TRANSMI7lED SIMULTANEOUSLY US I N 6  TORSS 
e SINGLE ACCESS I AND Q CHANNELS 
I FORMAT 
1024 BIT MINOR FRAME (128 WORDS) 
0 NUMBER OF SUBC(W\rlS UNKNWN 
a PROBABLY INCLUDES 8096 OF MONITORS NEEDED FOR 
BASELINE ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE A-ACE CbMUTlOW 1-1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
@ ATREX CCMAMANDING 
1 500 BPS 
I 16 COMMAND WORDS 
1 160 PULSE COMMANDS 
I COMMAND WORDS lELEMRERED TO GROUND FOR VERIFI CATION 
@ ATREX TELEMETRY 
I 1 KBPS OR 2 KBPS 
I CONVOCUTI ONAL ENCOD ING FOR ERROR CORRE(=TI ON 
I RECORDED DATA DUMP AT KBPS 
I TELUVlETRY DATA 
o 104 ANALOG WORDS 
a 20MRMISTORWORDS 
a 128BILEVELPOlNTS 
ATREX CON\MUi4lCATION AND DATA-HANDLING SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
UNCLASSIFIED 
2,106.4 - 
MHz 
HEMISPHERICAL 
LXPERfMEWT 
AEM 
I 
A€ M , COMMAND PULSE 
COMMAND WORD DECODE R TDRSS 
ANTENNA r TRANSPONDER - m M A N D  RATE GATEXLOCK 
' RECEIVER 1- BPS) 
2.5W , I TRANSWIlTER 
, 
5 
p 1 DIGITAL 
COMMAND DATA h 
81T TIMING (500 em) 
LOCK INDICATOR 
P 
1 CO(YVE(ITER DATAKCM (2 kBPSl 
CDU R rn ENCODED 
QG CONVERTER AEM 
S R 1 0  ENCODED PCM 2.287.5 w 
-TLM '1 ~BPS)  ENCODER MHz I 
- 
- 
D A T M L M  (3k-1 
GATEXLOCK 
_TLM (1 kBeSI 
GATE CLCXK 
CONICAL 1 , -  
LOGSPIRAL PLAY BACK 
ANTENNA (2 kBfW RECORD I4 kBPS) 0" 
I TRANDONDER TO ALM COMMAND [MINUS 
I A I TRANSMITTER) 
r 
BUBBLE 
MEMORY 
(1.28 x lo7) 
CONICAL 2.106.4t2.207.5 MHz 
LOG-SPI RAL 
ANTENNA 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TT&C SUBSYSTEM TESTS - BASELINE ATREX - I 
( I )  Baseline i r  by TDRSS 
( 2 )  If antenna deployment and s teer ing a r e  permit tad 
Note: R = Required Test 
B = Baeeline Tes t  
Subsystem 
Eleraent 
I 
l Transponder  
(TDRS Low 
Hate) Omni, 
Coupling, 
PCM 
Encoder, 
CO-ind 
Decoder 
Transponder  
(1 DR3 Nor- 
mal  Rate - 
50 kbps), 
Parabola,  
Steering, 
Coupl~ng i Antenna 
1. Transponder  
;TDP.S lligh 
Data Rate) 
C3mmand 
Recorder  
s 
Payload 4nd 
T a r t  Location 
Ln Bay 1 Sundoff 
On-Orbit T e s t r  
R ( l )  
B(1)(2) 
B11)12) 
*( 1) 
F o r :  
Al~ven:ss, General 
Performance 
Status Data 
Readout 
I 
I 
L 
Mebruramrnt r  
P r i m a r y  I Backup 
8 Link Established 
P N  Code 
l Compare tc N o r m ~ I  
Values 
Commrnd/Responsc 
8 Dirgnosticr 
a Alternate Cornmandr 
a Alternate C o m a n d r  
Diagnortics 
Diagnostlcr 
a Diagnosticr 
a Per formance  
I 
8 CommandIResponre 
• Status Data a Compare t o  Normal/ 
Readout Expected Valuer 
I 
a Per lo rmance  
a Performance 
a Compare to  Normal/  
Expected Valuer 
Record and Exectlte 
Ilccorded Commandr 
for ntenna S teer -  
ing 
TT&C SUBSYSTEM TESTS - BASELINE ATREX - I I 
r 
( 1  ) Baseline ie by TDRSS, 
( 2 )  Rareline ia by STDN contact. 
( 3 )  Dependent on the other rubmystem teat. 
Sub8ystem 
Element 
Tape 
Recorder 
Tranrponder 
STDN 
r T T t C  
- 
\ 
Payload M d  
For: 
Function 
End of Tape 
Alivenera, General 
Performance 
Range Stgnal Turn- 
Around and 
Coherent Drive 
8 Satellite Subryrtrma 
and Mission-Peeu- 
l iar  Checkout 
0 Fau l t  Irolatton 
I3etween TTkC anrl 
Other Subsystems 
Trot  
tn Bay 
* ( I  1 
B ( l )  
B(2) 
gt2' 
R/B(" 
' RIB(" 
I 
&cation 
Bt.adoff 
I 
R/B") 
R / B ( ~ '  
On-Orblt Terta 
Mearurementa 
Pr imary I Backup 
Compariron of Data 
Stream Recorded at 
Ground Station with 
Playback of Data 
Stream from 
Recorder 
Diagnoaticm 
r Telemetry Signal 1 Operate Recorder 
Establish Link I h.#noatUa 
Command/Reaponre 
Received Range 
Signal and R F  Shift 
l See Appropriate 
Temts 
Compara to Normal 
Values 
Use Measurement8 
of Related Para- 
meter8 
Redundant Tal l -  
metry Channelr 
r Di8pnortico 
Diagnortlca 
i 
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSAT TESTING, ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT 
UPDATED TT&C CONS I DERATl ONS 
I I US NO LONER PIPES COMMANDS THROUGH TO THE PA*-OAD 
I IUS SENDS PAYLOAD El  GHT ON COMMANDS (16 BITS EACH) 
AND E l  GHT OFF COMMANDS (16 BITS EACH) 
I IUS TELEMETRY M A I N  FRAME RESERVES 40 WORDS FOR PAYLOADS 
@ RECOMMENDED TEST SEQUENCE, StORMSAT/lUS ATTACHED TO ORBITER 
1. TEST STORMSAT USING UP TO 40 WORDS INTERLEAVED INTO 
64 KBPS IUS TELEMETRY 
2. D I SCONNECT (US ING EVA) THE STORMSAT iT&C FROM THE I US 
AND CONNECT TO THE ORBITER (POWER & COMMUN I CAT1 0NS) 
3, TEST STORMSAT SUBSYSTEMS 
4. D l  SCONNECT (USING EVA) STORMSAT FROM THE ORBITER AND 
RECONNECT TO THE IUS 
3. REPEAT TEST 1 ABOVE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM LEVEL STUDIES 
ELECTRICAL P W E R  
UNCLASSIFIED 
Subryrtem 
Element 
I l Solar 
Array 
-------- 
l Power 
Condition 
ing And 
Control 
ELECTRI CAL POWER SUBSYSTEM OPERATI ON 
On-Orbit Tertr  
I Merruremente I 
For i 
w Solar Panels 
Primary 1 Backup 
l visual ~xaminatidnl'l l Array Output I T m p r .  
l Deployment Mech. ( l Virual Emmination ( l Array Output 41 Tempr. 
l SADA or Slip Ring8 l ::=lag. and 
-----------I-- --- --- --- -- ----..-1----- ----1 I 
l Cell Integrity 
l 
Voltage 
l Norn Voltages and 
Currents 
l Voltages I Currents Over 
Charge/Mrcharsr Range 
- - - - - - - -- 
Battery Charge 
Rater & Voltager 
l Voltage Control 
l Power Quality 
(Regulation) 
0 Relay Porition 
And Operation 
l Redundancy 
l Fures 
-------------- 
Integrity 
l Switcher k Relayr 
Furer 
b Nom Voltagor and 
Current Under One 
Mode 
l Line Voltager 
l Line Voltager 
l Statur Verification 
l Sktu r  Verification 
l Functional Equiplt 
Check 
-------we------- 
l Functional Equiplt 
Check 
l Statur Verification 
l Functional Eq\riplt 
Check 
1 l Nom Voltage8 and 
Currrntr Under All 
Mode8 
r Voltage at Mff Rator 
l Voltage at Dlff Rator 
l Functional Equiplt Chock 
l Functionrl Equiplt Check 
a Continuity Check ( 3 )  
,---.-----.*--.-I 
l Continuity Check (3) 
l tuncttonrl Equlplt Check 
Continuity Check (31  
1 Payload And 
i Tart  h u t S o n  
1 ; 1 ;: All 
.--I-- .I 
All All 
:: 1:: .ow---- ---3 All - - - 
All --- 
All --- 
Ail  - m e  
All --- 
--.I)--- --- 
All t--- 
All --- 
All I --- 
-- -- 
( I )  Payload rupported by cradle o r  platform (2)  Limited to  virible portion 
- - - -- - - - - - - 
3 Ln car8 of rurpoctod problem 
141 AII payloadr either t ranrwrted to final -bit 
by the Shuttle or wjth retroactive molar array@. 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM LEVEL STUDIES 
ATTITUDE COFlfROC SYSEM (ACS) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
a 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ACS CHECKOUT OPT1 ONS CONS1 DERED FOR STORMSAT 
THE A U W A C E  W l W N  y= 
Full Checkout 
with Ful l  
Complement of 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Full Checkout 
with Partial 
Complement of 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Ful l  Checkout 
Without Support 
Equipment 
Ful l  Checkout 
Without Support 
Equipment 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Equipment 
Required 
ACS 
Checkout Option corn mentr( " Shuttle Motion 
Shuttle Data 
At POCC 
(1) All test options require orbiter rotational maneuvering in cooperation with the ACS checkout test procedure. 
(2) Artif icial stimuli such as light-emitting diodes, uncover optics while Stormsat elevated as a backup. 
(3) Multiple failures, optical sensors and magnetometer. 
(4) Delays most of the tests of the attitude sensors un t i l  after deployment. 
(5 )  Assumes Stormsat i s  retrievable. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Orblter 
Rotation 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Shuttle 
Rotation 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Shuttle 
Rotation 
~ r e p l a n n e d ( ~ )  
Rate-Matching 
Rotations 
Method Of 
Countering 
A Failure 
Preventing 
Normal Retrieval 
Voice 
Voice 
Voice 
Angular Position 
and Angular Rate 
Vectors and 
Ti me 
Before Deploy- 
ment Test Al l  
ACS Components 
Required for 
Retrieval 
Delayed Relrie- 
val for Rare 
~ases(3) 
Delayed Retrie- 
val for Rare 
Cases(3) 
Before Deploy- 
ment Test Al l  
ACS Components 
Required for 
Retrieval 
Variable DC 
Stimulus ensor 
Stimulus('. & 
Support Equlp- 
ment 
Variable DC 
Stimulus and 
Support Equip- 
ment 
None 
More Expensive 
Checkout Than 
Bart Option 
More Expensive 
Checkout and 
"""'lr Riskie 4) Than 
Best Option 
s1i9ht% Riskie 4) Than 
Bed Option 
None Best Option 
STORMSAT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I 
@ ASSUMPTION 1 - STORMSAT AND IUS NOT RETRIWABLE -- NO TESTING IN 
STANDOFF POSITION 
0 BEST ACS TEST OPTION IDENTIFIED - PARTIAL ACS CHECKOUT WITHOUT 
SPABEBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
I MA1 N FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT 
e NO TEST EQUI PMENT REQUI RED I N  ORBITER BAY 
0 Al L TESTING ACCOSU\PLISHED I N  SHUlTlE BAY I N  HORIZONTAL AND 
60-DEGREE ELEVATED POSITIONS 
e ELECTRICAL POWER AND TT&C SUBSYSTEMS CHECKED PRIOR TO 
ACS TESTING 
e ELEVATEDPOSITIONTESTS 
- TEST I N  SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL OR INERTIAL HOLD MODE 
- CHECK OUT THE ELECTRON I CS AND REACT1 ON WHEELS 
- COMPARE REDUNDANT GYRO OUTPUTS WITH PRIMARY GYRO 
OUTPUTS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEUDUACF. UmmaAlloN U ~ U L I O O U  1 75 
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSAT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I 
a ELEVATED POSITION TESTS (CONT'D) 
- CHECK MAGNETOMETER OUTPUTS AND CORRESPONDING 
TORQUER BAR CURRENTS 
- CHECK COARSE SUN SENSOR 
- SELF-TEST STAR TRACKERS ( I F  FEATURE AVAI LABUE) 
- MAY NOT BE ABLE TO REMOVE COVERS OF STAR TRACKERS 
BECAUSE OF CONTAMINATION 
@ ASSUMPTION 2 - STORMSAT AND IUS ARE RETRIWABLE -- STANDOFF POSITION 
TESTING I S  USEFUL 
@ BEST ACS TEST OPT1 ON l DENTlFlED -- FULL ACS CHECKOUT WITHOUT 
S PACEBORNE E S T  EQU I PMENT 
a SAME TESTING I N BAY 1 N 60-DEGREE ELEVATED POS IT1 ONS AS FOR 
ASSUMPTION 1 
a IN HORIZONTAL POSIT1 ON, USE ANGULAR RATE MATCHING SIMILAR 
TO LANDSAT TO CHECK ALIGNMENT OF IUS I RU 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AERosrAcE C O M U T W ) W  y j  
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSAT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I I 
I I N  STANDOFF POSITION 
e CHECK STAR TRACKERS FOR ALIVENESS WllH STARS AS TARGnS 
0 RECHECKCOARSESENSORFORALIVENESS 
0 CHECK FINE SUN SENSOR FOR ALIVENESS 
PERFORM AN END-TO-END TEST OF THE ACS AND RCS BY 
MANEUVERING THE PAYLOAD AS EVIDENCED BY THE TElEhEERED 
I NSTRUMENTt S) OUTPUTS 
BACK UP NI DENCE OF SUCCESSFUL ACS-RCS INTEGRATED 
TEST OBTAINED BY V I  SUAL OBSERVATI ON FROM THE ORBITER 
OF THE APPROXlfSATE ORIENTATION AND ROTATION RATES OF 
THE MMS 
MONITORING OF MMS NORMAL ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ACS CHECKOUT OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR TDS 
1 ACS Shuttle Data 
r 
Checkout Option 
Full Checkout 
with Ful l  
I Complement of 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Full Checkout 
with Partial 
Method Of 
Countering 
A Failure 
Preventing 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Equipment 
Shuttle Motion 1 At POCC , Normal Retrieval Required , ~ o m r n e n d "  
Complement of Rotation I I Support Equip- Support Equip- ( ment SlightIv ~ i s k i e b a  Tnan 
More Expensive 
Checkout Than 
Best optbn 
Any Preplanned 1 Voice 
3-Axi s Orbiter 
Rotation I 
I 
ment 1 I i , Best Option I 
I 1 
1 Full Checkout I Any Preplanned f Voice 1 Delayed Retrie- 1 hone 
I Slight1 1 Without Support / )-Axis Shuttle I i vat for Rare R i s k i e b  Than / Equipment ! Rotation i I  Cased31 ! Best Option 
Any Preplanned / Voice ' Delayed Retrie- ! Variable DC More Expensive I 3-Axis Shuttle 1 val for Rare j Stimulus and I Checkout ~ r . 4  
Before Deploy- ! Variable DC 
ment Test A l l  j Stimulus. Sensor 
ACS Components/ ~ t i r n u l u 8 ) .  & 
Required for I Support Equip- 
Ret rievb' ! ment 
Ful l  Checkout Preplanned Angular Position ' Before Deploy- None Best Option 1 W i t b u t  Support / Rate-Matching / and Angular f4atef.l merit Test Al l  i 
' Equipment I Rotations f Vectors and ACS Components i Time I Require' for 
1 I I Retrieval i 1 
1 All  test options require orbiter rotational maneuvering in cooperation with the ACS checkout i2d procedure. 
( 2 )  Artif icial stimuli such as light-emiiting diodes, uncover optics while TDS elemted as a backup. 
(3)  Multiple failures, optical sensors and magnetometer. 
(41 Delays most of the tests of the attitude sensors until after deployment. 
UNCLASSlFlED 
. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TDS A-ITLJDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I 
@ BEST ACS TEST OPT1 ON I DENTI F l  ED -- FULL ACS CHECKOUT WITHOUT SPACEBORNE 
SUPPORT EQU I PMENT 
I MAIN FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT 
@ NO TEST EQUI PMENT REQUi RED I N  ORBITER BAY 
FA I LURE DETECT1 ON BEFORE DEPLOYMENT TO ASSURE SAFE, NORMAL 
SATELLITE RflR I N A L  ESSENTI AL 
e RETRIWAL CRITERIA: DEPLOYED SPACECRAFT STABLE AT PRESCRl BED 
ATTITUDE WITHIN + 1 DEGREE I N  EACH AXIS AND WITH ANGULAR RATES 
10.1 DEGREE PER SCOND 
- OF THE ACS EQU I PMENT, REQU I RE ONLY INERTIAL REFERENE 
UN I T  ( I RU), ELECTRON I CS ( I NTERFACE ASSEMBLY + REMOTE 
INlERFACE UNIT + DRIVE ELECTRONICS) TO BE 0. K. FOR 
RETRIEVAL ACS-RELATED RINCTI ONS Of  COl\rlPUTER ALSO 
MUST BE 0. K. 
IN-BAY TESTING PERFORMED I N  THE APPROPRIATE ACS MODE(S) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEMWMZ -mW a-CUIY 79 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TDS ATI ITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I 
I MA1 N FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT ( CON7 0) 
0 USE ANGULAR OR RATE MATCHING OF ATTITUDE DATA OF MMS lRUs 
WITH THOSE OF SHUTTLE IMUs TO DETERMINE THE MI SALIGNMENT OF 
I RUS TO 5% MINUTES, 3-SIGMA (ASSUMING NO ERROR IN ORBITER 
ATTl TUDR 
- ORB1 TER PERFORMS PRE-PLANNED ROTATI ONAL MANEUVERS 
- PROCESSING OF ORBITER AND MMS AlTlTUDE DATA BY GROUND 
COMPUTER USING "RATE MATCHING" TECHNIQUE 
- VERIFICATIONOFIRUSBYCOMPARISON'~~:TELEMEERED 
AlTlTUDE AND AR lR lDE RATE DATA OF TWO IRUs WITH SHUTTLE 
lMUs DURING ANGULAR RATE MATCHING ORB1 lER ROTATI ONAL 
MANEUVERS 
- MI SALIGNMENT COMPENSATION BY INSERTING CORRECTIONS 
INTO MMS COMMANDS 
m VERI F I  CAT1 ON OF ELECTRON I CS AND SELECTED MODE, ACS SOFTWARE 
AT THE SAME TIME BY IllONITORING REACTION WHEEL TP,CH(MElER 
AND CURRENT TELEMETRY S l GNALS 
THE A U O S T M E  C O I C M U m  [I__! 
UNCXASSIFIED 
TDS AlTlTUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I I 
I MA1 N FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT ( CONT' D) 
0 AFERDEPLOYMENT,WlTHTDSlNTHESTANDOFFPOSITION,MONlTOR 
TELEMETRY OUTPUTS OF STAR TRACKERS, MAGNETOMETERS, AND SUN 
SENSORS WHILE THE MMS I S  MANEUVERED AS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE 
PROPER TARGETS FOif THE STAR TRACKER AND FINE SUN SENSOR 
THl S COU' 3 BE ACCOMPLISHED WHILE INITIALIZING THE DEPLOYED 
SATELL I l€. 
e ALSO, I N  THE STANDOFF POS IT1 ON, THE TELEMETERED TORQUER BAR 
CURRWTS ARE MON ITORED TO SEE I F THEY ARE PROPER FOR THE 
MEASURED MAGNETOMETER OUTPUTS. THE RSS' D COMPONENTS OF 
THE EARTH'S MAGNET1 C FIELD ALSO CAN BE CHECKED AGAINST THE 
PREDI CTED B FOR THAT ALTITUDE 
I SEQUENCE OF CHECKOUT TESTS FOR TDS ACS 
PRELAUNCH REHEARSAL 
-- TURNONMMSACSPOWERANDCHECKACSEQUIPMENT 
TEMPERATURES, REACT1 ON WHEEL SPEEDS, AND P W E R  COJ- 
SUMPTI ON I N  APPROPRIATE MODE 
e ELEVATE PAYLOAD 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AERfSPACE COllDUTlOW a-r- 1 81 
TDS AiTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I V  
I SEQUENCE OF CHECKOUT TESTS FOR TDS ACS ( COI\IT' D) 
e TEST P: ?I OD #1 (COLD) 
- TURN ON MMS ACS POWER AND CHECK 15'' S EQUIPMENT 
TEMPERATURE, REACT1 ON WHEEL SPEEDS, AND POWER 
CONSlJMPTl CN 
- COMMAND MMS TO APPROPR l ATE MODE 
- COMPARE OUTPUTS OF TWO I RUs BY TELEMETRY AT THE 
OPERATI ONAL CONTROL CENTER 
- MONITOR TELEMETRY S I GNALS TO VERIFY: I RU OUTPUTS 
AND REACT1 ON WHEEL SPEEDS CORRESPOND 
e LOWER AND i?EATTACH SATELLITE TO ORBITER 
e SHUTTLE EXECUTES PRE-PLANNED MANEUVERS FOR "RATE MATCHING" 
- DURING MANEUVERS: 
o MMS ACS I N  APFROPRIATE MODE 
o OUTPUT OF TWO I RUs COMPARED 
o OUTPUT OF IRUs COMPARED TO OUTPUTS OF SHUTTLE lMUs 
o SPEED AND CURRENTS OF REACT1 ON WHEELS MONITORED 
o ATTITUDE DATA OR I RUs AND lMUs TELEMETERED TO GROUND 
o DIFEilENCES INAlTlTUDECHANGESMEASUREDBYIRUs 
AND lMUs  COMPUTED AND lMUs  COMPUTED AND DISPLAYED 8 
AS REQUIRED THE ALROSIACE COI~UIATION 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TDS ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - V 
- ARTR MANEUVERS: 
o COMPUTED D I FXRENCES I N  AlTlTUDE CHANGES COMPENSATED 
BY: 
- COMktANDING A CHANGE I N  STANDOFF All'lTUDE STORED 
IN MMS COMPUTERS PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT 
OR 
- 
- COMMAND A CORRECTION I N  MMS Al l lTUDE AFER THE 
STANDOFF POSITION ATTAINED 
I, STANDOFF TESTSITEST PER I OD #3 
- MON ITORIHG OF THE MMS NORMAL ON-ORBIT OPERATI ONS 
I TEST EQU I PMENT REQU I RED 
e NONE 
I EST1 MATED TEST T I  ME 
I, TEN (10) MINUTES APPROXIMATELY FOR EACH TEST PERIOD WHILE 
TDS I S  ATTACHED TOTHE ORBITER 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ACS CHECXOUT OPT1 OMS CONS1 DERED FOR SMS 
(1) Artificial stimuli, uncover optics while SMS elevated as a backup. 
(2) Delays most of the teds of the attitude sensors until after deployment. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Comments 
Much More Expensive 
Checkout than Best 
Option. More Com- 
plete Checkout than 
Best Option 
More Expensive Than 
Best Option. Some- 
what More Complete 
Che*out Than Best 
Option. 
~ l s k i e r ( ~  Than Best 
Option 
r 
SMS Data To and 
From POCC 
From POCC- 
Selected Commands 
to POCC-Telemetry 
- 
ACS Checkout 
Option 
v 
Full Checkout With 
Full Complement of 
Support Equipment 
- 
Spaceborne Test 
Equipment Required 
Variable DC 
Stimulus Sensor 
~ t i m u l u d l ) ,  and 
Support Equipment 
Variable DC Stimulus 
and Support Equip- 
ment 
None 
Full Checkout With I SMS Telemetry 
Partial Complement of 
Support Equipment 
Full Checkaut With- 
out Support Equipment 
L - 
Voice 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SMSIGOES Al l lTUDE CmTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I 
0 CONSTRAINTS 
I SPIN STABILIZED, SCHRONOUS 
I USES SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE DELTA (SSUS-D) 
/ SMS NOT RETRIEVABLE, THEFEFOIPE NO STANDOFF POSITION E S T S  
I OOC OF SMS UNATTRACTIVE BECAUSE OF COST OF SPACEBORNE TEST 
EQU I PMENT RELATIVE TO TOTAL VEH I CLE COST 
0 BEST ACS TEST OPT1 ON I DENTI FIED 
I MAIN FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT 
@ CHECK TEMPERATURES OF ACS COMPONENTS V IA  TELEMETRY 
CHECK RESPONSE TO CWMANDS WHERE RESPONSE CAN BE 
OBSERVED ON TELEMETRY S I GNALS 
a SlNCESPACFBORNETESTEQUIPMMTISPROHIBITED,THEREIS 
NO FEAS I BLE WAY TO CHECK THE ACS EQUIPMENT ON ORBIT IN 
THE BAY 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SMSIGOES AlTlTUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I 
I SEQUENCE OF CHECKOUT TESTS 
e PRE-LAUN CH REHEARSAL 
- TURN ON SPACECRAFT ACS POWER IN APPROPRIATE MODE, 
CHECK ACS EQUI PMENT TEMPERATURES 
- CHECK RESPmSE TO COMMANDS 
- RETURN TO APPROPRIATE MODE FOR BOOST 
e TEST PER I OD #I  (COLD) 
- CHECK TEMPERATURES OF ACS COMPONENTS 
- CHECK RESPONSE TO COMMANDS 
e TEST PER I OD # 2 (HOT) 
- REPEAT TEST PER I OD #1 TESTS 
- RETURN TO APPROPRIATE MODE FOR DEPLOYMENT 
I TEST EQU I PMENT REQU I RED 
e NONE 
I ESTIMATED TEST TIME 
e LESS THAN 112 HOUR DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF COMMANDS 8 
n(E AEROSPACE COIWAflOW I LL-IcAYIDI] 
PARTIAL CHECKOUT OF SMS 
@ PARTIAL CHECKOUT 
I PARTIALCHECKOUTHEREMEANSNOSTANDOFFPOSITIONTESTSAUD 
S PACEBORNE TEST EQU I PMENT NOT USED. TH I S I S THE BEST ACS TEST 
CPTI ON 
@ ADVANTAGES 
I LEAST COST OF ON-ORB IT CHECKOUT OPT! ONS 
I CHECKS RESPONSE OF SOME CmMANDS 
I M 0 REQU I REMENT FOR S PACEBORNE TEST EQU I PMENT; HENCE M I N I  MUM COST 
I CHECKS TEMPERATURES OF ACS COMPONENTS 
I NO CHECKOUT OF ACS COMPONENTS FUNCTIONALLY (EXCEPT FOR RESPONSE 
OF SOME COMMANDS) NOR PERFORMANCE-WISE; HENCE MINIMUM DEiECTION 
OF FAULTS 
0 RECOMMENDATION 
I RECOMMEND THAT TH I S MI N IMUM CHECKOUT BE PERFORMED BECAUSE 
ALTHOUGHITI~NOTVERYDIS~RNING,ITSCOSTWlTHRESPECTTO @ 
MONEY AND TIME I S  THE LOWEST OIFTEST OPTIONS 
• 
87 
UNCLASSIFIED 
(2) ~rt i f ic ia l .st imul i  such as light-emitting diodes, uncover optics while Landsat elevated as a backup.' (3) Multiple fallrlres, optical sensors and magnetometer. 
(4 Delays most 91 .he tests of the attitude sensors unti l  after deployment. 
ACS CHECKOUT OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR LANDSAT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AEROSPACE COIKWUTION 1-j 
~ornrncmd ') 
More Expensive 
Checkout Than 
hd  w i o n  
Mom Exphsive ' 
Checkout and 
Riskle 4 Than 
Bed Option 
s"ght! Riskie 4 Than 
Best Option 
Bed Optlon 
test stramlure. 
Spaceborne 
Test 
Equipment 
R e q u i d  
Variable DC 
Stimulus, Sensor 
~ t i r n u l u d ~ ) .  & 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Variable DC 
Stimulus and 
Slrpport Equip- 
ment 
None 
None 
the ACS checkout 
ACS 
Checkout Option 
I 
Full Checkout 
with Full 
Complement of 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Full Checkout 
with Partial 
Complement of 
Support Equip- 
ment 
Full Checkout 
Without Support 
Equipment 
Full Checkout 
Without Support 
Equipment 
(1 )  All test options 
Shuttle Data 
At POCC 
Voice 
Voice 
Voice 
Angular Vector 
and Ti me 
rotational maneuvering 
Shuttle Motion 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Orbiter 
Rotation 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Shuttle 
Rotation 
Any Preplanned 
3-Axis Shuttle 
Rotation 
Preplanned 
Rate-Matching 
Rotations 
require orbiter 
Method Of 
Countering 
A Failure 
Preventing 
Normal Retrieval 
Before Deploy- 
ment Test All 
ACS components 
Required for 
Retrieval 
Delayed Retrie- 
val for Rare 
cases(# 
Delayed Retrie- 
val for Rare 
Casest31 
Before Deploy- 
ment Test All 
ACS Components 
Required for 
Retrieval 
in cooperation with 
EXAMPLE CASES OF ACS INFANT MORTALITY LEADING TO MMS SATELLITE 
(LANDSAT, TDS, STORMSAT) RETURN FOR REPAIRS 
( FA I LURES ARE DETECTED BY ONE MEASU REMENT AND CONF I RMED BY ANOTHER) 
FA1 LURE TO UNCOVER OPT1 CS OF STAR TRACKERS 
STAR TRACKERS INOPERATIVE 
COARSE OR FINE SUN SENSORS INOPERATIVE 
FAILURE OF SAME AXIS I N  TWO GYROS 
FA I LU RE OF TW 0 REACT I ON WHEELS 
FAILURE TO TRANSFER SHUlllE I M U  AYDIOR MMS I RU AnlTUDE AND ATTlTUDE 
RATE DATA 
ABFJORMAL ACS COMPONENT TEMPERATURES 
COMPUTERS INOPERATIVE 
ACS REMOTE INTERFACE UNIT INOPERATIVE 
INTERFACE AND/OR DRIVE ELECTRON I CS INOPERATIVE 
MAGNETOMETER INOPERATIVE 
MAGMETI C TORQUERS INOPERATIVE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEROSPACE CORRMATW I 9 9 DLYMllDaULIDUU 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT D Al l lTUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I 
0 BEST ACS TEST OPT1 ON l DENTI F l  ED -- FULL ACS CHECKOUT W lTHOUT SPACE- 
BORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
@ MAIN  FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT 
I NO TEST EQU I PMENT REQU I RED I N  ORBITER BAY 
I FA1 LURE DETECT! ON BEFORE DEPLOYMENT TO ASSURE SAFE, NORMAL 
SATELLITE RETRIEVAL ESSENTIAL 
I RETRIEVAL CRITERIA: DEPLOYED SPACECRAFT STABLE AT PRESCR I BED 
Al l lTUDE WITHIN + 1 DEGREE IN EACH AXIS AND WITH ANGULAR RATES 
SO. 1 DEGREE PER %C(X~D 
- OF THE ACS EQU I PMENT, REQU I RE ONLY I NERTI AL REFERENCE 
UNIT(IRU), ELECTRONICS (INTERFACE ASSEMBLY + REMOTE 
INTERFACE UNIT + DRIVE ELECTRONICS), AND REACTION WHEELS 
TO BE 0, K. FOR RETRl EVAL ACS-RELATED FUNCTl ONS OF 
COMPUTER ALSO MUST BE 0, K. 
I IN-BAY TESTING PERFORMED IN THE APPROPRIATE ACS MODE(S1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE A U O H A C E  CDIIOMW 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT D ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I 
MA1 N FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT (CONT' D) 
I USEANGULARORRATEMATCHINGOFATTlTUDEDATAOFMMSIRUs 
WlTH THOSE OF SHUTTLE lMUs TO DETERMINE THE MISALIGNMENT OF 
IRUs TO ~ 2 0  MINUTES, 3-SIGMA (ASSUMING NO ERROR IN ORBITER 
ATTl TU DR 
a ORBITER PERFORMS PRE-PLANNED ROTATIONAL MANEUVERS 
a PROCESSING OF ORBITER AND MMS ATTITUDE DATA BY GROUND 
COMPUTER US1 NG "RATE MATCHING" TECHNIQUE 
a VERIFICATION OF I RUs BY COMPARISON Of TELEMETERED 
ATTITUDE AND Al l lTUDE RATE DATA OF TWO IRUs WlTH SHUlTlE 
lMUs DURING ANGULAR RATE MATCHING ORBITER ROTATIOF3AL 
MANEUVERS 
a MISALIGNMENT COMPENSATION BY INSERTING CORRECTIONS 
1 NTO MMS COMMANDS 
I VERI FI CAT1 ON OF ELECTRON I CS AND SELECTED MODE, ACS SOFMlARE 
AT THE SAME TIME BY MONITORING REACT1 ON WHEEL TACHOMETER 
AND CURRENT TELEMETRY SIGNALS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT D Al l lTUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I I I 
I ARER DEPLOYMENT, WITH LANDSAT I N  THE STANDOFF POSITION, 
MON I TOR TELEMETRY OUTPUTS OF STAR TRACKERS, MAGNETOMETERS, 
AND SUN SENSORS WHILE THE MMS I S  MANEUVERED AS NECESSARY 
TO PROVIDE PROPER TARGETS FOR THE STAR TRACKER AND FINE 
SUN SENSOR. THIS COULD BE ACCOMPLISHED WHILE INITIALIZING 
THE DEPLOYED SATELLITE 
I ALSO I N THE STANDOFF POS I T  I ON, THE TELEMETERED TORQUER BAR 
CURRENTS ARE MONITORED TO SEE I F  THEY ARE PROPER FOR THE 
MEASURED MAGNETMETER OUTPUTS. THE RSS' D COMPONENTS OF 
THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD CAN ALSO BE CHECKED AGAINSTME 
PRED I CTED B FOR THAT ALTITUDE 
@ SEQUENCE OF CHECKOUT TESTS FOR LANDSAT ACS 
I PRE-LAUN CH REHEARSAL 
a TURN ON MMS ACS POWER AND CHECK ACS EQUIPMENT 
TEMPERATURES, REACT1 ON WHEEL- SPEEDS, AND P W E R  CON- 
SUMPTI ON I N  APPROPRIATE MODE 
I ELEVATE PAYLOAD ( AFER FLI GHT TO ORB IT  AND PAYLOAD BAY 
DOORS OPEN) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT D ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I V  
I TEST SATELL I TE ( COLD) 
o TURN ON MMS ACS P W E R  AND CHECK ACS EQU l PMENT 
TEMPERATURE, REACT1 ON WHEEL SPEEDS, AND P W E R  
CONSUMPTI ON 
o COMMAND MMS l NTO APPROPRIATE MODE 
COMPARE OUTPUTS OF TWO I RUs BY TELEMETRY AT THE 
OPERATI ONAL CONTROL CENTER 
o MON ITOR TELEMETRY S 1 GNALS TO VERI FY: I RU OUTPUrS 
AND REACT1 ON WHEEL SPEEDS CORRESPOND 
I L W E R  AND RELATCH SATELLITE TO ORBITER 
I SHUTTLE EXECUTES PRE-PLANFtiO MANEUVERS FOR "RATE MATCHING' 
DURING MANEUVERS: 
- MMSACSINAPPROPRIATEMODE 
- OUTPW OF TWO I RUS CCMPARED 
- OUTPUT OF I RUS COMPARED TO OUTPUTS OF SHUrrtE 1MU5 
- SPEED AND CURRENTS OF REACTION W M L S  MONITORED 
- ATTITUDE DATA OF I RUS AND IMUS TELEMETERED TO GROUND 
- DIFFERENCES I N  AlTlTUDE CHANGES MEASURED BY I RUS 
AND IMUS COMPUTED AND DISPLAYED AS REQUIRED 8 
THE A E R O Y A C E  r01RsRATIOW 
-1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT D AlTlTUDE CONTROL SYSTUM (ACS) CHECKOUT - V 
e AFTER MANEUVERS: 
- COMPUTED D l  FRRENCES I N  AlTl TUDE CHANGES COMPENSATED 
BY: 
o COMMAND lNG A CHANGE IN STANDOFF ATTITUDE 
STORED I N  .MAS CaMPUTERS PRl OR TO DEPLOYMENT 
o COMMANDING A CORRECTION IN MMS ATTITUDE AFTER 
THE STANDOFF POSITION ATTAINED 
I STANDOFF TESTSMST PER1 OD 
0 TEST EQU I PMENT REQU I RED 
I NONE 
@ ESTIMATED TEST TI ME 
I TEN(10)MlNUTESAPPROXlMATELYFOREACHTESTPERIODWHlLE 
LANDSAT I S  AlTACHED TO THE ORBITER 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ACS CHECKOUT OPT I ONS CONS I DERED FOR ATREX 
Angular Position Before Deploy- Best Option 
and Angular Rate ment Test All 
Equipment Vectors and ACS Components 
Time co e Required trieval for 
(1) Al; test options require orbiter rotational maneuvering in cooperation with the ACS checkout test 
proc&!r re. 
(2) Multiple faiiwes, optical sensors, and magnetometer. 
(31 Delays most of the tests of the attitude sensors unti l  after deployment. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEPOYACE rOIrOUTlOW a -m rulroru 1 95 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX Al l lTUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT<- I 
ASSUMPTIONS 
I PER GSFC PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS DESIGN GROUP, NO TESTING WITH SIMULATED 
SIGNALS EXTERNAL TO THE SATELLITE PERMITTED; HENCE TESTING I S  WITHOUT 
EXTERNAL TEST EQU I PMENT 
I ATREX ASSUMED TO BE RETRl EVABLE 
0 BEST ACS TEST OPTION -- FULL ACS CHECKOUT WITHOUT SPACEBORNE SUPPORT 
EQU l PMENT 
I MAIN FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT 
o FAILURE DETECT1 ON BEFORE DEPLOYNENT ESSENTIAL TO ASSURE SAFE, NORMAL 
SATELLITE RETR I EVAL 
- NORWL RETRIEVAL CRITERIA: DEPLOYED SPACECRAFT STABLE AT 
PRESCRI BED ATTITUDE WITHIN - + 1 DEGREE I N  EACH AXIS WITH ANGULAR 
RATES 0.1 DEGlSEC 
- THE ONLY ACS EQU I PMENT REQUI RED FOR RElR IEVAL I S  THE GYRO 
PACKAGE, THE CONTROL PROCESSOR AND INTERFACE UNIT (CPIU), 
AND THE REACT1 ON WHEELS 
CPl  U SELF-CHECKED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS'I CHECKOUT - I I 
MA l N FEATURES OF THE CHECKOUT ( CONTINUED) 
a AL I GNMENT OF THE GYRO PACKAGE AND CHECKOUT OF THE GYRO PACKAGE -- 
CPlU + SOFMIARE (PARTIAL) + REACTION WHEELS BY ANGULAR RATE MATCHING 
SIMILAR TO LANDSAT 
e AFTER DEPLOYMENT, WITH ATREX I N  THE STANDOFF POS IT1 ON, THE TREMRZRED 
OUTPUTS OF THE STAR TRACKER ARE MONITORED 
0 ALSO I N  THE STANDOFF POS IT1 ON, ALL THE ATREX ACS TELEMETERED S I GMALS 
ARE MONITORED FOR NORMAL ACS ON-ORBIT OPERATION 
a I N THE STANDOFF POS I T  I ON, THE TELEMETERED ELECTROMAGNET CURRENTS 
ARE MONITORED TO SEE I F  THEY ARE PROPER FOR THE MEASURED MAGNETO- 
METER OUTPUTS. ALSO THE RSS'D COMPONENTS OF THE EARTH'S MEASURED 
MAGNETIC FIELD CAN BE CHECKED AGAINST THE PREDI CTED B FOR THAT ALTITUDE 
I SEQUENCE 
e PRELAUNCH REHEARSAL 
- SELF-CHECK CPlU 
- PARTIAL CHECK OF I RU BY COMPARISON BETKEN REDUNDANT AXIS 
1 
B *- 
* hl
( 1) I f  Capability Exists 
U W
UNCLASSIFIED 
. 
4 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - 111 
SEQUENCE - PRELAUNCH REHEARSAL (CONTINUED) 
- SIMULATE SHUTTLE ANGULAR RATE MATCHING MANEUVERS BY TORQUING 
S H U m  lMUs AND THE ATREX GYROS. THIS CHECKS OUT THE GYROS, 
THE CPlU I PARTIALLY), SOFTWARE (PARTIALLY), AND REACTION VlMaLS 
e TEST PER1 OD #2 (HOT) 
- REPEAT THE FOLLOW I NG: 
a) PARTIAL RECHECK OF I RU COMPARED TO REDUNDANT AXIS SIGNAL 
b) SELF-CHECK CPl U 
d) CHECK REACTION WHEEL SPEEDS AND CURRENTS PROPER FOR 
EX1 STING I RU OUTPUTS 
e MDN ITOR TRANSFER OF ORBITER STATE VECTOR DATA TO ATREX USING 
RATE MATCHING TECHNIQUES 
a DURING ORBITER MANEUVERS 
> 
*I rn
:: 
- OUTPUT OF I RU REDUNDANT AX1 S COMPARED WITH APPROPRINE I RU OUTP!JT 
., 
a ( 1) I f Capability Exists 
I 
. 
U W
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX Al l lTUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS) CHECKOUT - I V  
SEQUENCE - PRELAUNCH REHEARSAL (CONTINUED) 
o TEST PER I OD #3 (COLD) 
- SELECT ON-ORBIT ACS OPERATING MODE 
- RECHECK I RU WITH REDUNDANT AX I S CHANNEL 
- SELF-CHECK CPlU 
- SELF-CHECK STAR TRACKER 
- CHECK REACTION H E E L  SPEEDS AND CURRENTS PROPER FOR THE D(IST1NG 
I RU OUTPUTS 
I ESTIMATED E S T  TIME 
o APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES FOR EACH TEST PERIOD 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TESTS MISSED 1 F ATREX NOT RETRIEVABLE 
@ ASSUMPTI ON - ATREX I S  NOT RETRIEVABLE; THEREFORE ON-ORBIT 
CHECKOUT MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE DEPLOYMENT. SHUTTLE D E S  
NOT HAVE A TILT TABLE NOR AN RMS. 
@ I N  SUMMARY, THE TESTS MISSED I F  ATREX I S  NOT RETRIWABE ARE 
THOSE CONDUCTED ON THE RMS AND I N  THE STANDOFF POSITION. 
THESE TESTS ARE: 
I CHECK OF THE MAGNETOMETER AND ELECTROMAGNETS 
I CHECK OF THE STAR TRACKERS 
I THE CHECKOUT I F  THE ATREX I S NOT RETRIEVABLE I S CONS I DERED 
TOBEWORTHWHILEEVENTHOUGH I T  I S  ONLY PARTIAL ITDOES 
CHECK THE GYRO PACKAGE, THE CPIU, AND THE REACTION WHEELS. 
THE VALUE OF THE PARTIAL CHECK I S ENHANCED CONS l DERABLY 
I F THE STAR TRACKERS HAVE A SELF-TEST FEATURE. ALSO, I T  
COSTS ONLY THE C W P L I  CAT1 ON OF REQUI RING TWO SHUnLE 
MANEUVERS. NO TEST EQU l PMENT I S NEEDED. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEROSPACE COIIOUTION uDIOUQIuuA.*u 
UNCLASSIFIED 
EXAMPLE CASES OF ACS INFANT MORTALITY LEADING TO ATREX SATELLITE 
RETURN FOR REPAIRS 
(FAILURES ARE DETECTED BY ONE MEASUREMENT AND CONFIRMED BY ANOTHER) 
ABNORMAL ACS COMPONENT TEMPERATURES 
FAILURE OF A NON-REDUNDANT GYRO AXIS 
FAILURE OF CPIU 
FAILURE OF A REACTION WHEEL 
FA1 LURE OF BOTH STAR TRACKERS 
FA1 LURE OF ELECTROJMAGNETS 
FAILURE OF MAGNETOMETER 
FAILURE TO TRANSFER AlllTUDE DATA FROM ORBI'TER 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE AEMITACe m n ( m  n ~ c u I o D y  101 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SATELLITE REQU I REMENTS l MPOSED BY ACS ON-ORB IT  CHECKOUT 
@ OPEN AND CLOSED CYCLE FOR OPT1 CS COVERS GOOD 
FOR SEVERAL CYCLES ( INSTEAD OF ONE) 
@ PRESCRIBEDORBITERMANEUVERSREWIREDFOR 
RATE MATCH1 NG 
@ BU I LT- I N TEST EQUIPMENT 
I RECONlNlEND SELF CHECK OF STAR TRACKERS 
WITH REDUNDANT INTERNAL ARTIF1 CIAL LIGHT 
SOURCES FOR NON-RETRIEVABLE PAYLOAD 
SPACECRAFT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ANGULAR RATE MATCHLNG 
FOR A 1  l GNMENT OF SATELLITE I RU 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ALIGNMENT TRANSFER BY ANGULAR RATE MATCHING FOR LANDSAT - I 
@ PURPOSE I S  TO ALIGN LANDSAT I RU ACCURATELY UVOUGH TO SUPPORT 
SATEU l TE RETR l N A L  
0 FIRST COARSELY ESTABLISH (PRIOR TO LAUNCH OR ON ORBIT): 
1. ORBITER VEHI CLE REFERENCE TO ORBITER IMU REFERENCE 
ALIGNMENT 
2. LANDSAT (MMS) VEHI CLE REFERENCE TO ORBITER VEHI C E  
REFERENCE ALI GNMENT 
3. LANDSAT (MMS) INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT TO LANDSAT (MMS) 
VEH I CLE REFERENCE A l l  GNMENT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE A W M X  -TlOW eL-ULIOI  
UNCLASSIFIED 
ALl GNMENT TRANSFER BY ANGULAR RATE MATCHING FOR LANDSAT - I I 
@ SECOND UPDAlE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE LANDSAT (MMSI!RU) ATTITUDE REFERENCE 
SUFFICIENT THAT IT COULD BE USED TO CONTROL THE LANDSAT FOR POSSIBLE W R I N A L  
SHORTLY A I X R  DEPLOYMNT BY THE ORBITER 
2. COMPARE THE R(TfATI0N VECTORS DURING CERTAIN INTERVALS AS MEASURED BY 
THE ORBITER IMU AND LANDSAT (MMS) I RU 
3. ' COMPUTE CORRECT1 ONS APPLl CABLE TO THE LANDSAT I RU BY USE OF COVARIANCE 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
@ NOTE THAT AITITUDE DATA AND TIMING DATA ARE TELEMRERED TO THE GROUND FOR 
THE ORBITER AND FOR LANDSAT 
I PROCESSING WOULD BE ACCOIMPLISHED BY GROUND C ~ Q V T T R  ATTHE POCC 
(1) RmATIONAL RATES ON THE ORDER OF Q 5 DEGREE PER SECOND, RWATION IN 
ABOUT fWO BODY AXES 
UNCLAS8IFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
MMS PRE-DEPLOYMENT INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT CHECKOUT 
ORBITER PERTINENT TELEMETRY CHARACTER l ST1 CS 
@ ATTITUDE DATA 
0 X, Y, Z GYRO READOUTS FRm EACH, TWO 8-BIT WORDS 
BOTH 22.5 DEGREES AND 360 DEGREES FULL-SCALE READINGS, 
TEN SAMPLES PER SECOND PER GYRO 
m E. G. , IMU-1 THETA X ( I D # V W B ,  V71H2100B) 
I TWO SOURCES; DAY, HOURS, MINUTE, SECOND, MlLLl SECOND 
READOUTS (GMT); FIVE SAMPLES PER SECOND PER SOURCE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I THE A U # g A C E  rmeOUMW R-UUAU I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
MMS PRE-DEPLOYMENT l NERTl AL REFERENCE UN I T  CHECKOUT 
PERTI NEW TELEMETRY CHARACTER1 ST1 CS OF MMS 
@ TIME DATA 
1 THREE WORDS, 1 SECOND LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT 
a 8 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS = WORD 63 OF MINOR FRAME 
16MOSTSlGNlFlCANTBlTS=ONCEPERSUBCOM. CYCLE 
@ ATTITUDE DATA 
I X, Y, Z GYRO READOUTS 
a ONE WORD EACH 
OTJCE PER SUBCOM CYCLE 
@ REPORTING FREQUENCY 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TELEMETRY 
BIT RATE CKBPS) 
2 
16 
64 
a 
READOUT FREQUENCY 
ATTITUDE ( SEC) 
Every 65.536 
Every 8.192 
TIME (RDG. ISEC) 
2 
15 
Every 2.048 60 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTUM LNEL STUDIES 
THERMAL CONTROL 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS AND SEQUENCE 
ATREX SATELLITE, EMPHASIS SHORTENED TEST DURATION PRIOR TO SATELLIE DEP~OYMENT 
(1) No sun on payfoads in the bay. 
(2) On lo*lvers, 
(3) Poritioli ATREX so that solar heatinq on louver radiation is  within desiqn tolerances. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Thermal 
Instrununtatiocl 
Thsrmocoupla, 
Heater On-Off 
Indicators, 
~otentiomotefd' 
Th6~moaouples, 
?&entiometeda 
Heater On-Off 
Indication 
Thernrocouples 
r 
Ope rat ion 
1. Cargo Bay Doors Opened 
2. Set Attitude of 0 rbiter 
for Satellite to Cool 
nown 
3. Satellite' Cooling Down 
4. Power Up Satellite and 
Test (Initially Cool) 
5. Perform Rate Matching 
Test 
6. Deploy Satellite 
7. Operate Satellite 
8 Satellite Warming Up 
9. Test Warm Satellite 
Rationale 
Drive Satellite 
Heaters On and 
Prepare for Cool 
Satellite Tests 
Check Satellite 
Equipment, Cold 
Start & Operation 
ACS Test 
Set Env. Conds. 
for Warm Tests, 
Drive Louvers 
Open, Heaters Off 
Warm Satellite 
Thermal Checks 
Conditions 
Parking orb$'' 
- 
- 
- --- 
Satellites in Sha- 
dow of Orbiter - 
Satellite Heaters 
On (Initially) 
Dark Side 
 tand doff'^' 
  tan doff'^' 
Standofd 3) 
Thermal Tests 
And Components 
Checked 
MaterlThermu- 
stat Activation, 
Cheek thermo- 
slats for Dither, 
Check Louver 
Travel (Clos tng), 
Check for Cold 
Spots 
Heater Shut- 
down, Louver 
Travel (Opening) 
Check for Hot 
Spots 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS AND SEQUENCE 
ATREX SATELLITE, EMPHASIS ON TESTING PRIOR TO SATELLITE DEPLOYMENT 
2 Set Attitude of Orbiter fo 
Satellite to Cool Down 1 - 
3. Satellite Cooling Down Satellite i n  Sha- I dow of Orbiter 
7. Deploy Satellite 
4 Power Up Satellite and 
Test (Initially Cool) 
5. Satellite Warming Up 
6 Test Warm Satellite 
(1) NP Sun on Payloads in the Bay 
Satellite Heaten 
On (Initially) 
- 
- 
Thermal Tests 
And Components Thermal 
Rationale --.. - C h a w  inbt f~ mentat I n I 
Test S ubjystems I -- I - 
Drive Louvers 
Closed, Heaters 
On 
Louver Travel 
(Closing) 
Heaterflhermo- 
stat Activation 
Drive Louvers 
Open and Heaters 
Off, Test Sub- 
systems 
UNCLASSIFIED 
~ o t e n t b r n ~ r s ~  
Thermxouples, 
Hest8rOff 
I ndicaton 
Warm Satellite 
Thermal Checks 
i 
Louver Travel 
(Openic)) and 
Heater Shutdown 
and Dither 
? On Lout ers 
Check for Hot 
Spots 
~otentbmeters!~ 
Thermocoupllwi, 
Heater On-Off 
Indicators 
Thermocouples 
* 
1 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS P 
TDS, EMPHAS I S ON SHORTENED TEST DU RAT1 ON 
Operat ion 
1. Cargo Bay Doors Opened 
2 Set Attitude of Orbiter 
Elevated Position in Bay 1 l i te Powered Dn. 
1 I 
Conditions 
Parking ~ r b i t ( l )  
Parking orbit") 
for Satellite to Cool 
3. Rotate Satellite to 
4. Satellite Cooling Down Satellite in Sha- I doworOrbiter I 
1 
Dark Side, satel-1 
Rationale 
Set Environmen- 
tal Heat Loads for 
Cool Conditions, 
Drive Heaters On 
and Prepare for 
Cool Satellite 
Tests 
-- -- - 
5. Power Up Satellite 13' 
and Test (Cool) 
6. Rotate Satellite to 
Lowered Position and 
Latch - 
7. Perform Rate Matching 
satellite cool, ' Check Satellite 
ing orbit(1) 
Dark Siderl) 
. Test 
& Deploy & Operate Sat. 
Heaters On 
(lnitiallylfl) 
Satellite Stil l  
Attached to 
Orbiter in Park- 
9. Satellite Warming Up 
NO SEQUENCE 
PRIOR TO DEPLOYMOIST 
Thermal 
Checked l nst rumentat ion 
Equipment 
Cold Start and 
ope rat ion(3) 
ACS Test 
standoff'' 
for Warm Tests, 
standoff" I Drive Louvers 
10. Test (Warm) 
Heaterllhermo- 
stat Activation, 
Check Thermo- 
stats for Dither, 
Check Louver 
Travel (Closing) 
Set Env. Conds. 
Thermocouples, 
Heater On-Off 
Indicators, 
~otentiometer(2) 
Standoffcq 
Check for Cold 
spots , I 
Open, Heaters 011 
Warm Satellite 
Heater Shutdown Heater-Off Indi- 
louver Travel cators, Thermo- 
(Opening) couples, 
I 1 Thermal Checks I Spots - 1  
(1) No sun on other payloads in bay. 
(2) On louvers. 
(3) Except for equipment subject to arcing or  glow. 
(4) Position TDS so that the sun on the louvered radiator i s  within design tolerances. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS AND SEQUENCE 
TDS, EMPHASIS ON TESTING PRIOR TO SATELLITE DEPLOYMENT 
Rat ionale Operat ion 
1. Cargo Bay Doors Opened 
2. Rotate Satellite to Elevated 
Position in Cargo Bay 
3. Set Attitudeof Orbiter 
Set Environmen- 
tal Heat Loads for 
Warm Tests 
Condition 
Parking 
Parking orbit") 
Drive Louvers 
Open and 
Heaters Off fo r iDSloWarmU) 
Thermal Tests 
And Components 
Checked 
louver Travel 
(Opening) 
Heate rlT he r mo- 
stat Shutdown 
Thermal 
Instrumentation 
potent iometenla 
Thermocouples 
Heater OH 
1 ndicators 
4. EquipmentPowerUpand 
Warm Up Satellite 
5. Continue Satellite Opera- 1 Satellite Warm 
t ion and Checkout ~ e s t s  I Louvers Open 
6. Change Attitude of j Parking orbit( l1 
I / Heater On-Off 
I 1 ndicators 
Test Subsystems 
Orbiter for TDS to 
Cool Down 
7. Equipment Power Down 
and Cool Off Satellite 
8. Power Up and Operate 
Satellite for Checkout 
Tests 
Thermocouples 
(4) 
Set Environmen- 
t!) No Sun on Other Payloads in the Bay (3) On Light Side as Required for TDS to W r m  Up (2) On Louvers (4) Except for Equipment Subject to Arcing and Glow 
Check for Hot 
Satellites in Sha- 
dow of Orbiter 
Satellite Cool, 
Heaters On 
(lni t ial ly)( l)  
Thermocouples 
Spots 
HeaterlThermo- Thermocouplat 
tal Heat loads for 
Cml Case, 
Drive Louvers 
Closed, Heaters 
0 n 
Test Subsystems 
stat Activation, 
Check Thermo- 
stats for Dither, 
Check louver 
Travel (Closing) 
Check Satellite 
Equip. Cold Start 
Capability & Equip 
Operat ion, Heater 
Operation, Check 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS AND SEQUENCE 
LANDSAT D, EfvtPHAS I S ON SHORTENED TEST DURATI ON PRl OR TO DEPLOYMENT 
- -  - 
Operat ion 
1. Cargo Bay Doors Opened 
2 Set Attitude of Orbiter 
for Satellite to Cool 
3. Rotate Satellite to 
Elevated Position in  Bay 
4 Satellite Cooling Down 
5. Power Up Satellite (3) 
and Test (Cool) 
6, Rotate Satellite to 
Lowered Position and 
Latch 
7. Perform RateMatching 
Test 
El. Deploy & Operate Sat. 
9. Satellite Warming Up 
10. Test (Warm) 
(1) No Sun on Other Payloac 
for Warm Tests, 
Standoff Drive Louvers 
Conditions 
, Parking orbit(1) 
parking orbit''' 
Dark Side, Satel- 
IitePoweredDn. 
Satellite in Sha- 
- 
dow or Orbiter 
Satellite Cool, 
Heaters On 
I l nitially)(l) 
Satellite Still 
Attached to 
Orbiter in Park- 
Rationale 
Set Environmen- 
tal Heat Loads for 
Cool Conditions, 
Drive Heaters On 
and Prepare for 
CoolSatellite 
Tests 
Check Satellite 
Equipment 
Cold Start and 
 pa rat ion(3) 
ACS Test 
Check for Cold 
spots 
And Components 
Checked 
Heatern hermo- 
stat Activation, 
Check Thermo- 
stats for Dither, 
Check Louver 
Travel (Closing) 
Heater Shutdown, Wer -O f f  Indl- 
Louver Travel cators. Thermo- 
Thermal 
l nst rumentat bn 
Thermocouples, 
Heater On-Off 
Indicators, 
~dentiomater(2) 
I Soots I 
ent Subject to Arcing o r  Glow ah 
THE AEROSPACE CORIO*ATlOn 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THERMAL CONTROL CHECKOUT TESTS AND SEQUENCE 
LANDSAT D, EMPHASIS ON TESTING PRIOR TO SATELLITE DEPLOYMENT 
1 2. Rotate Satellite to Elevated 1 Parking Orbit (1) I 
I Rationale 
Set Environmt 
tal Heat Loads dr 
Warm Tests 
Position in Cargo Bay 
3. SetAttitudeofOrbiter 
for Landsat to Warm UD 
Drive Louvers 
Open and 
Heaters Off 
- 
(3) Sun fq'j 
Landsat 
(Opening) 
lhermal Tests 
And Components 
Checked 
Louver Travel 
Thermal 
Instrumentation 
~ d e n t i o m e t e n ~ ~ )  
4. Equipment Paver Up and 
Warm Up Satellite 
5. Continue Satellite Opera- 1 t ion and Checkout Tests 
1 6. Change Attitude of 
sun"' on 
~andsat'l) 
Satellite Warm 
Orbiter for Landsat to 
Cool Down 
7. Equipment Power Down 
and Cool Off Satellite 
8 Power Up and Operate 
Satellite for Checkout 
Tests 
Test 
Louvers Open 
Parking Orbit(lb 
(1) No Sun on Other Payloads i n  the Bay (3) On Light Side as Required for Landsat to Warm Up 
(2) On Louvers (4) Except for Equipment Subject to Arcing and Glaw 
Satellites i n  Sha- 
dow of Orbiter 
Satellite Cod, 
Heaters On 
( I  nitially)(l) 
(4) 
Set Environmen- 
tal Heat Loads for 
Cool Case, 
Drive Louvers 
Closed, Heaters 
On 
Test Subsystems 
Spats 
HeaterlTherrno- 
! 
Thermocouples 
Operation, Check 
for Cold Spots 
stat Activat ion, 
Check Thermo- 
stats for Dither, 
Check Louver 
Travel (Closing1 
Check Satellite 
Equip. Cold Start 
Capability &Equip 
Operation, Heater 
Heater 
~ O t e n t i w w t m ' ~ )  
Thermocouples 
UNCLASSIFIED 
LANDSAT DlMMS THERMAL CONTROL OPT1 ONS NOT ADOPTED 
@ CHECKOUT OF ON-ORBIT REPROGRAMMABILITY OF MMS STRUCTURAL W ' E R  
I PURPOSE: ASSURE THAT MMS STRUCTURAL HEATER SET POINT AND DEAD 
BAND CAN BE REPROGRAMMED ON ORBIT. REPROGRAMMING DECREASES 
HEATER POWER USAGE W HlLE MA l NTA l NlNG STRUCTURAL AL l  GNMENT 
I REASON FOR DISCARDING: 
a THIS CAPABILITY ISONLY REQUIREDFORPWERCRITICALMISSIONS 
a TEST I S  RISKY SINCE AFTER CHECKOUT, SET POINT AND DEAD BAND 
MUST BE RETURNED TO OR1 GI NAL VALUES 
@ CHECKOUT I N  HORIZONTAL POSITION I N  CARGO BAY 
I PURPOSE: DOES NOT REQUl RE T I  LTl NG OF SATELLITE TO VERTICAL 
POSIT1 ON BEFORE TEST l N l T l  AT1 ON 
I REASON FOR DISCARDING: 
a VERTICAL ARRANGEMENT ALLOWS EACH MODULE CF THE MMS TO 
RADIATE HEAT SYMMETRICALLY TO CARGO BAY AND SPACE 
e I F  ORBITER ATTITUDE PROVIDES PROPER SHADING, VERTICAL 
ARRANGEMENT OFFERS POTENTIALLY MORE RAPID COOLDWN 
OR MORE EQU I PMENT CAN BE OPERATED DURI NG COOLDWVN 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM W E L  STUDIES 
REACT1 ON CONTROL AND PROPULSION 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE A-rlCf -TMW 1-1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM CONFl GURATIONS 
e CONCLUSIONS: 
I ALLSPACECRAFTPROPULSIONSUBSYSTEMSARETHEBLWDWNHYDRAZINETYPE 
WITH VARIOUS HEATER CIRCUITS 
Thermostats 
? 
No 
3 
No 
- 
7 
- 
1 
I ALLSUBSYSTEMSWILLBELAUNCHEDWITHPROPELLANTABOVETHEISOCATIONVALVES 
AND SHOULD HAVE 150 PSlA NITROGEN PRESSURE I N  THE MANIFOLD BELW 
Heaters 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
- 
- 
- 
I ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT CAN BE STANDARDIZED FOR ALL PROPULSION SUBSYSTEMS 
Valves 
Latching 
Pyrutech nic 
Latching 
Latching 
7 
- 
- 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Diaphragm 
Tanks 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Satellite 
MMS 
IUS 
ATREX 
SMSIGOES 
Stormsat 
TDS 
Landsat 
i 
*zH4 
Thrusters 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
( Uses MMS) 
(Uses MMS) 
(Uses MMS) 
. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
REA CTI ON CONTROL SYSTEM TEST SEQUENCE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
l ntermittent Pressure Sampling 
Once During Each Subsequent 
Period. Last Sample No Less Than 
24 Hours After First. Period #3 
All Heater and Thermostat 
Functions 
Thruster Valve Function 
I solation Valve Function 
Valve) After 24-Hour Leak Check ducers, 1 psi Resolution Teleme 
Psriod try, No Special Support Equipm't 
Sample During Thruster Valve 
Functioning. 
Cold and Hut Periods 42 and #3, 
Continuous Monitoring of All 
Temperatures 
As Late I n Period 43 As h s s i  ble, 
After l solation Valve Function In 
Standby ( 1 Minute Per Valve) 
I n Standby Only, (30 Seconds Per 
Temperature Transducers, 
No Special Support Equipment 
Nar rw  Range Pressure Trans- 
ducers, 1 psi Resolution Teleme 
try, No Special Support Equipm't 
N a r m  Range Pressure T m s -  
UNCLASSIFIED 
REACT1 ON CONTROL SYSTEM - ALTERNATIVE CHECKOUT OPTIONS 
COMMENTS 
Mechanical connection to armature positively indicates 
functioning; multiple high-frequency actuation up to 
1000 cycles presents difficult design problem; must be 
adaptable to many different valves. Backup for mani- 
fold pressure loss due to valve chatter during boost. 
Requires spacecraft electronics; information would 
not completely define movement of armature 
Balloons or flags would create space debris; all m l e s  
must be observable. 
Mechanization of a remote sniffer probe i s  difficult, 
system is typically buried by structure and insula- 
tion and wire harness can occur; built-in sniffing 
system too complicated; "gathering" of leafage would 
require a completely bagged spacecraft 
Built-in or remotely actuated liquid or Freon is  
complicated; use of orbiter sh& is  ective for all 
thermal control systems. - 
% 
TASK 
Thruster Valve Fundion: 
Position Switch 
Currenuvoltage 
Measurements 
Nozzle Flaw 
l ndicator 
System Leakage: 
Helium Sniffer 
Heater Circuit Continuib 
Thermostat Coolant 
STATUS 
Recommended 
for Develop- 
ment 
Re jected 
Rejected 
Rejeded 
Rejected 
UNCLASSIFIED 
a 
ATREX sa l  D ROCKET MOTOR SYSTEM TEST SEQUENCE 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Thrust Vector Control One Minute Per 
Actuator Function 
Safe and Arm Switch 
Function 
i 
When Required for 
Ignition in  Standby 
30 Seconds 
@ TWO OF THREE TESTS CONDUCTED IN STANDOFF ARE INlTlALLY 
ACCWLISHED IN BAY 
II, BAY TESTING IS ALWYS RECOMMENDED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AEROYIKE CMtCMMII L . - L 2 E z z l  
UNCLASSIFIED 
SPACECRAFT REQU I REMENTS IMPOSED BY ON-ORB IT CHECKOUT OF 
REACT ION CONTROL SYSTEM 
@ DEVELOPMENT AND ADD ITION OF NARROW RANGE, HIGH SENSITIVITY PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCERS 
I MAY REQU I RE USE OF SEVERAL RANGES AT SOME LOCAT IONS 
@ ADDlTlON OF REDUNDANT PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
0 ADD IT ION OF REDUNDANT THRUSTER TEMPERATURE T?ANSDUCERS 
0 IMPROVED PRESSURE TELEMETRY RESOLUTION TO I. PS I FOR LEAK MTECTION 
9 POTENT I AL DEVELOPFeENT AND ADD ITION OF THRUSTER VALVE POS IT ION SWITCHES 
I 1OOO CYCLE L l FE TO ALLOW FOR ACCEPTANCE TEST I PG AND CHECKOUT 
0 THRUSTER VALVE VIBRATION QUALIFICATION WITH 150 PSID ACROSS POPPET 
I MONITOR POPPET CHATTER AND NITROGEN LEAKAGE RATE 
@ N ITROGEN SPHERE AND PY ROTECHN I C VALVE PLUlc: BED TO PROPEUANT MAN IFOLD 
I SYSTEM LEAKAGE AND THRUSTER VALVE CHECKS 
1 ~ ~ I N ~ S P ~ ~ E R E A T # X ~ ~ P S I A F O R I U S ; ~ . ~ L B ~ N C L U C ~ N C P Y R O V A L V E  
r REPRESEWS MAX IMUM MAN IFOLD VOLUME. 45 12 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM LEVEL STUDIES 
l N STRUMENTS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
STORMSAT INSTRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT CANDIDATE TESTS 
(1)  IR aenror  check r q u i r e r  cryogenic cool-down (cooler  to  be rupportrd in prylord bay);may not b. pract ical  due to 
Contamination. 
r 
Subsystem 
Element 
L 
ASSIR 
m ( l )  
Vi mibl e 
Atmospheric 
Microwave 
Sounder 
(2 )  Gimbal and #canning syr tem a l i v m r r r  t a r t s  may not be pract ical  r ince the mechani rmr  would have t o  be 
uncapad, b a t e d ,  and recaped. 
(3) Feasibility dependent on orientation of rounder in payload bay. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
On-Orbit T e r t r  T e r t  Locatfoar 
For :  
Sensor  Electroaicr  
~ l i v e n e r r ( 2 )  
Visible Sensor ,  
Senror  El c t ton ic r  
Alivenesrrz) 
Senror ,  Senror  
Electronics, Gim- 
' "1. Scanning 
,, r t r m  Al ivrnr r r  
In-Bay 
X 
X 
X(3) 
Standoff 
X 
Indication8 
P r i m a r y  
Rerponre t o  
Injected 
Signal 
Visible Light 
Range Target  
Stimulated 
Slglul  
Recognition 
Space t o  Earth 
Viewing Sig- 
nal Difference 
Backup 
D i a g n o r t i c ~  
Verifying 
Signal 
Injection 
Diagnorticr 
Verifying 
Targe t  SLSMI 
Alivener r 
-.-.- 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SMS INSTRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT CANDIP *T'E TESTS 
(1) IR Seneor Check Roquirea Cryogenic Cool-Down, hr t rument  Cootor 1Cllp.ct.d t o  bo h.cceartblo 
In Payload Bay 
(2) Senaor Torta Require h - & v e l  Radioactive Sourer, Not Recomnundod 
On-Orbit Testa Tor t  XmuCLon 
A 
lndicationr 
Subayetern 
Element , For;  Pr imary Backup &-Bay mod- 
e V S R  
IR(l ) 
VieibAe 
Environmental 
Monitoring 
f n e t r w n e n t ~ ( ~ )  
l Sensor Electronic# 
Alivenear' 
Senaor and Senaor 
Electronic# 
Alivene aa 
l Ssnror Electronics 
Alivenea r 
l Reaponae t o  
Injected 
Sipnrl 
Viaible Light 
Range Targat 
Stimulatmd 
Signal 
Recognition 
Reaponaa to . 
Injectod 
Sip-1 
Dlrgnoaticr 
Verifying 
Signal 
hjoction 
Magnoatica 
Verifying 
Target Stgml 
Alivenr ma 
l Diagnoatlcr 
Votlfying 
Sign81 
lnfrction 
X 
X 
X 
a 
UNCLASSIFIED 
TDS INSTRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT CANDIDATE TESTS 
(1) Uncooled IR renror 
(2) Vimible light renror 
(3) If TDS in vertical position on FSS platform, down pointing and limb pointing requlred 
1 
(4)  Deployed molar arrayr a re  ured for power in rtandoff porttion, If the rpacecralt operatlns mode excluder 
deploying solar arrayr and maintaining ratellite attitude, an alternate net of candidate teats would be 
recommended. Inr'rument t r rgr t r  would be met up lp the payload bay 4r they normally a r e  L thermo- 
vac tests. 
Subryrtem 
Element 
a Air Quality 
Inatrumant 
VTPR(~) 
THIR ( I ) 
MAPS'~)  
C I M A T S ~ ~ )  
SER(SACE)(~)  
HALOE(~)  
LAC ATE(^) 
Hydrology Inrtru- 
mant 
L-Band Radar 
( 5 )  If needed (see 4 above), m alternate rat of candidate teat# f r  recommended using #round tart  oquipment (e. g., echo box). 
Toat Locatlon 
h-Bay 
x ( 3 )  
x(3) 
On-Orbit Tertr  
Standoff 
x(J) 
X(5)  
For r 
Sennor, Senror 
Electronicr, Scan- 
ning Syrtemr, and 
Optical Alignment; 
Focur (End-to-End) 
l Array, Radar 
Electronlcr, and 
Array Pointing 
Syrtem 
Indicationr 
Primary 
l Earth Radiance 
Stimulated Sip- 
nalr Coming 
Throuph 
l Earth Renected 
Signalr Coming 
Through 
Backup 
.---- 
em--. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT OF INSTRUMENTS - LANDSAT D MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 
( 1 )  Data examined a t  Operational Control Center  o r  experimenter's iacility, Rmquired ( 2 )  If available from built-in t e s t  equipment. * Desirable  (3)  Fearibi l i ty  needs study. 
( 4 )  Not recommended durinu checkout if MSS i s  a serviceable module on orbi t  and & a p r r e  is available. 
( 5 )  Requires up to 5 days wait f o r  outgassing to subride and then approximately I day for  cooldown. ( 6 )  Recommended a s  a backup test ,  only used i f  detector noise mearurement  test i s  e i ther  not i u a i b l e  o r  faila.  
( 7 )  Check proper  locu8 01 optics. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
f 
Subrystem 
Element  
MSS 
MSS 
MSS'~ '  
M S S ( ~ )  
M S S ' ~ '  
Teat 
Priority 
I 
'*, 0 
0 
- 
0 
On-Orbit Testa  
Pay load  a n d  
Tea t  Loution 
F o r :  
Aliveness of Scnror  
Channels, Bandr 1-4 
and Multiplexer 
Aliveness of Band 5 
(Uncooled) 
Aliveness of Band 5 
and ~ o o l d o w n ( ~ )  
Aliveness of Rands 1-4 
Sun Callbration 
(Bands 1-4 Only) 
Attached 
T o  
Shuttle 
X 
X 
Standoff 
. 
X 
X 
X 
~ e r r u r e r n c n t r '  
P r i m a r y  
Rerponse to Built-In 
Calibration Light I 
Electronic Signal 
lnjection(2) 
Detector Biar  
Measurement  
Not ~ ~ ~ l i c a b l e ( ~ )  
(Backup T e s t  Only) 
Quick-Look Imager(" 
Ilesponre to Sun and 
to Built-In LaLibra- 
tion Light 
Backup 
Responre t o  Redund- 
6nt Built-In Ca l ib r r -  
tion ~ i g h t  
Detector Noire 
~ s r r u r e m e n t ~  3, 
Datector Signal 
Full Cooldown 
Tempera ture  
Analog (Video) Sipnalr 
Repeat T a s t  on 
Another Orbit 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT OF INSTRUMENTS - LANDSAT D THEMATIC MAPPER 
I On-Orbit Testa  
Subsystem / Element  1 For :  Measurements  (1 )  P r i m a r y  I Backup 
Aliveness of Sensor  
Channels, Bands 1-4 
I Detector W a s  Measurement I 
Aliveness of Bands 
5 and 6 (Uncooled) 
Response to  Cal ibra-  
tion Light 
Rerponre t o  Redund- 
an t  Calibration Light 
Electronf c Signal 
lnjection(2) 
Themat 'c  
MapperI4) 
Detector Noirc 
~ e a s u r e m e n t (  3,
Thematic I A!i*ur;@#s of Bands 1-4 
~ a ~ ~ e r ( ~ '  / 
Payload and  
Test Incation 
-
Aliveness of Bands 
and 6 and Cooldown 
Thematlc 
~ a p p c r ~ ~ ~  
Attached 
Sh% 1 Standoff 
Quick-Look Image8 
Teet 
P r i o r i t y  
Not ~ ~ p ~ i c r b ~ e ( b )  
(8ackup Tes t  Only) 
Analog (Video) Signals 
Sun Calibration 
Detector Signal 
lull 
Tempera ture  
Response to Sun and 
to Built-In Calibration 
Light 
Repeat Tert  on 
Another Orbi t  
UNCLASSIFIEO 
ATREX INSTRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CAND l DATE TESTS - I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Subsystem 
Element  
All -Sky 
Monitor 
L a r g e  Area 
Proport ion-  
a l  Counter 
A r r a y  
Test. 
Priority 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
T h e  
5 
5-60 
5 
50 
3 5 
F o r  
S e n s o r s ,  e lectronfcr ,  
data-handling s y s -  
t e m  (al iveness)  
Same a s  above 
Sensors ,  e lectronics ,  
data-handling s y s -  
t e m  al iveness ,  
background reject ion 
sys tem function. 
Sensor ,  electronics. 
data-handling r y s -  
tern aliveness. 
Sensor ,  e lectronics ,  
data-handling sys-  
lem alivencas. 
Payload k T a r t  
In 
Bay 
X 
X 
On-Orbit T e s t s  
Location 
Standoff 
X 
X 
X 
Mea 
P r i m a r y  
Response t o  
celest ia l  
x - r a y  sources  
and detector  
"internal" 
background. 
Response t o  
celest ia l  
x - r a y  sources.  
Response to  de-  
tector  "internal" 
background. 
Detector  count- 
ing ra tes ,  anti- 
coincidence r a t e s  
R e s p o n s e t o d e -  
t ec tor ' s  internal  
cal ibrat ion 
sources.  
Response to 
s t rong celest ia l  
X-ray  source,  
surements  
Back-up 
Curren ts ,  voltages, 
command status. 
Cur ren ts ,  voltages, 
command status ,  
spacecra f t  altitude. 
Cur ren ts ,  voltagos, 
command status. 
C u r r e n t ~ ~ v o l t a g e s ,  
command status. 
Cur ren ts ,  voltages, 
command statur .  
rpacccraf t  altitude. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX l N STRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CAND I DATE TESTS - I I 
*The required data may not be available in the telemetry stream, in which case the tes t  could not be used. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
THE AEROIrACE COIIOIATW)N 
a W I I I D P C ~  
Subsystenl 
Element 
Spectrometer- 
Vectrometer 
Array 
I I 
Test  
Priori ty 
1 
1 
2 
Time 
1 
830 
1 
Payload &Tert 
For 
Sensor, clcctronics, 
data-handling ays- 
tern aliveness, 
spectrometer de- 
tector performance 
Sensor, electronics, 
data-handling sys- 
tem aliveness. 
Spectrometer de- 
tector performance. 
Calibration system, 
Dctector aliveness 
I 
in 
Bay 
X 
X 
I 
Location 
Standoff 
X 
fuse celestial 
gamma-ray back- 
graund. 
On-Orbit Tests 
Measurements 
Pr lmary Back-up 
Vectrometer de- 
tector individual 
response to dif- 
fuse celestial 
gamma-ray back- 
ground, spec- 
trometer detector 
summed response 
to same. 
Spectrometer 
spectrum from 
internal calibra- 
tion sources. 
Individual mod- 
ule spectra. * 
Vectromcter de- 
tector individual 
response to dif- 
Currents, voltages, 
command statua. 
Currents, voltages, 
command status. 
Currents, voltages, 
command status. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
ATREX INSTRUMENT SUBSYSTEM CANDIDATE TESTS - I I I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Tert. 
P r i o r i t y  
1 
I 
2 
Subsystem 
Element  
Multiple 
Slot 
C a m e r a  
Time 
S30 
<30 
S30 
Payload 61 T e a t  On-Orbit T e s t s  
In 
Bay 
X 
X 
F o r  
Sensor ,  e lectronics ,  
data-handl~ng 
sys tem al iveness ,  
position sensing. 
Detector position 
! scnsing ability. 
Sensor ,  e lectronics ,  
data-handling s y s -  
tem aliveness. 
Locat ion 
Stand-off 
X 
t 
t ronic  position 
sensing ca l ib ra -  
tion 
Detector  response 
to internal  cal i -  
bration source.  
Measurements  
P r i m a r y  
Detector response 
to internal  cal i -  
brat ion source.  
Response t o  elec-  
command status. 
C u r r e n t s ,  voltages. 
command status. 
Back-up 
Curren ts .  voltages, 
command status. 
C u r r c n t r ,  voltages, 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SATE1.LITE REQU I REMENTS l MPOSED BY ON-ORB I T  CHECKOUT - I 
0 SOMEADDITIONALTELEMETRYTESTPOINTS(~) 
@ GLOW AND ARCING PROTECTION FOR HIGH :ICXTAGE EQUIPMENT 
I ALTERNATIVE I S TO ACCEPT DELAY FOR OUTGASS!NG 
0 LOW ALTITUDE RETRIEVABLE SATELLITES 
I OPEN AND CLOSE CYCLE FOR OPTICS COVERS GOOD FOR AT LEAST 
TWO CYCLES (INSTEAD OF ONEI (LANDSAT, STORMSAT, TDS) 
I EXTEND AND RETRACT CYCLE FOR ANTENNAS AND SOLAR ARRAYS 
GOOD FOR AT LEAST TWO CYCLES ( INSTEAD OF ONE) OR DESIGNED 
TO WITHSTAND TRANSFER PROPULSION LOADS IN THE EXTENDED 
POSITION (ATREX, LANDSAT) 
(1) CANDIDATES - TT&CSUBSYSTFJV\SUPPLEMENTARYTELEMETRYPOINTS, 
OUTPUTS OF EACH SENSOR, l NPUTS TO EACH ACTUATOR, OUTPUTS FROM 
RCS TO PROPULS I ON MODULE, CRIT! CAL S l GNALS BETWEEN (TO AND FROM) 
THE RIU AND THE ACS INTERFACE ASSEMBLY AND THE ACS DRIVE ELECTRONICS, 
THE TEMPERATURES OF TEMPERATURE -- CRITI CAL COMPONENTS, MI SSlON 
EQUI PMENT ELECTRON1 CS FOR UPPER STAGE SATELLITES, POTENTI WIRERS 
FOR LOUVER POS IT1 ON MONITORING, ADD1 TI ONAL THERMOCOUPLES 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
SATELLITE REQUI REMENTS l MPOSED BY ON-ORBIT CHECKOUT - I I 
@ BUILT-IN TEST EQUI PMENT 
I CANDI DATES INCLUDE SELF CHECK OF STAR TRACKERS WITH 
REDUNDANT INTERNAL ARTIFI CI AL LIGHT SOURCES FOR 
NON-RETRIEVABLE SATELLITES 
I W1 DEBAND DATA LINK ANTENNA ERECT1 ON (ATRUO 
0 SPECIAL RCS EQUIPMENT FOR LEAK DETE(=TION AND VALVE POSITION 
INDICATIONS 
UNCLASSIFIED 
